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Living a life of material abundance, where we can enjoy every day like New Year’s
Day, we should all the more watch over our mind – get rid of afﬂictions and control
our desires, while reaching out to the needy and bringing them hope.

Living Each Day with a
Heart of Cultivation

D

uring the Chinese New Year, large groups of Tzu Chi people both from overseas and from
Taiwan, arrived at their spiritual home [the Jing Si Abode in Hualien]. Despite the huge
crowds, they moved around in an orderly manner. This showed that the big family of Tzu Chi had
celebrated the Chinese New Year with a Dharma touch.
Tzu Chi people brought along their families to return to the spiritual home in Hualien not for
sightseeing purposes but to experience, especially for the younger generation, the ideals upheld by
Tzu Chi. The young people were encouraged to express their love to their parents besides serving
the latter tea and offering them a warm embrace. This not only serves to foster a closer parent-child
relationship, but also to impart the virtue of ﬁlial piety in the children. The short stay at the Abode
ﬁlled their hearts with joy while allowing them to gain some insights into life’s truth and principles.
The sharing by Tzu Chi people worldwide during this period revealed to us that there are still
many people in our world who live in abject misery; and it is by no means easy for the Tzu Chi
people to alleviate the mental suffering of the poor and needy.
As we watch the world with penetrating eyes and cultivate within the heart, we should always
be contented, full of gratitude, understanding and forgiving. Nowadays, our lives [materially] are
much better off than the past, and the wastage is correspondingly much higher. In the past, people
would only buy for the New Year, new things, such as new clothes, which they greatly appreciated.
However, nowadays, people are buying new clothes so frequently that some are disposed of as
rubbish after being worn for only a few times. The same goes for food consumption. In the past,
many people struggled to have food on the table. Nowadays, people tend to overeat and yet, their
desires are never satisﬁed.
Since there is an abundance of material goods, almost every day of the year is like New Year’s
Day. As such, we should be more mindful and live each day with a heart of cultivation.
It is common to clear clutter for the New Year, but don’t forget to reinforce our spirituality at
the same time. Eradicate ignorance and delusion. If we did something wrong yesterday, we should
rectify it today. Don’t ever repeat the same mistake, and do the best to keep the heart untainted and
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free from deﬁlements. Surely, one of the best ways to welcome a new day is to start thinking good
thoughts and doing wholesome actions.
If we are well-off spiritually, we will be mindful of our thoughts and feel for the pain and
suffering of others. If we control our lifestyle and save a bit for the needy, we can give some hope to
the needy, knowing that they are not totally helpless.
Extreme climate change worldwide is taking a heavy toll on the health of the Earth. No human
efforts can stop the wrath of Nature. One of the ways to remedy the situation is to control our inordinate
desires, not to waste our scarce natural resources and refrain from unnecessary purchases which end
up creating a huge amount of trash that pollute the air, the ground and water resources.
On every Chinese New Year’s eve, our recycling volunteers, who do not take a rest throughout
the year, are even busier. They collect recyclables from every household that clears clutter. These
recyclables are then brought to recycling centres for sorting. The aim is to keep the environment
clean. Sometimes, they even toil from night till daybreak.
We should not reduce the concept of recycling to empty talk. Instead, we should actively
implement it. Our volunteers who are actively engaged in doing recycling, bear the foul smell and the
ﬁlth. Despite knowing that their individual effort is small in keeping the Earth clean, they persist in
their efforts anyway. Whenever I think of them, my grateful thanks go to them.
Mr Wang from Hualien was a veteran Tzu Chi volunteer. He passed away on the ﬁrst day of
the Chinese New Year at the ripe old age of 104. He did much for Tzu Chi. I was grief-stricken at his
death, but death is a law of nature that no one can escape from.
Since he could not drive, Mr Wang had to leave his home early daily and walk to collect
donations. Over the years, you could see him soliciting charitable funds almost everywhere in
Taiwan. At the recent Year-end Blessing Ceremony, I anticipated his attendance and that he would
say to me: “Master, I am now four years old after depositing 50 years of my age in the Age Treasury
twice.” But he did not turn up. I was then told that he was down with ﬂu and was resting in Yuli. So,
I entrusted someone to send him a red envelope of blessings and wisdom.
In order to inspire the kindness in others, he did not mind if the donations were only ﬁve or
ten Taiwanese dollars. All the same, he would go out to collect. Besides busily soliciting charitable
donations, he had not forgotten the care recipients. He would ensure that he visited them regardless
of distance.
He kept to a regular daily routine. Even when he was ill, charitable donations still weighed
heavily on his mind. For almost half a century in Tzu Chi, he did what was right and derived immense
spiritual joy in helping others. He had set a good example by living all his life with composure and
purity of heart, and living out his value in life.
It is my hope that all Tzu Chi volunteers will internalize the Dharma and engage in spiritual
cultivation diligently. I am worried to see the climate change and keep feeling that “time is running
out”. There is little time left for me to remind everyone of the situation or take action to make a
difference. So, may each and every one of us work together to inspire others and to take collective
action. Let us evoke the kindness in everyone we meet. Just like how drops of water can bring life to
the land, each little act of kindness counts.
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Ever Ready to

Serve from the Heart
In a world fraught with suffering, Tzu Chi volunteers have emerged as beacons of hope
and compassion, serving their respective communities with a willing and sincere heart by
responding to silent pleas for help from the suffering and the destitute.
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Serve from the Heart

n 1966, Dharma Master Cheng Yen founded the Buddhist Tzu
Chi Foundation in rural Hualien, Taiwan with ﬁve disciples.
Together, they sewed infant shoes for sale to raise funds for charity.
From its humble beginnings, Tzu Chi strived to provide relief from
poverty and hardship, as well as emergency and disaster relief.
During Tzu Chi’s early days, Master Cheng Yen would
personally visit prospective care recipients with her disciples to gain
a better understanding of their background and living conditions. She
insisted on ensuring Tzu Chi’s hard-earned funds were directed to
only the most deserving individuals in need. The ﬁrst care recipient
in Tzu Chi’s history of charity work was 85-year-old Lin Zeng, an
elderly woman who was estranged from her adopted children and
lived alone. She was frail and weak from starvation and the biting
cold weather. Tzu Chi offered her adequate monthly support by
getting someone to prepare meals for her and provide assistance
with her daily activities, before her demise four years later.
Tzu Chi’s second care recipient, Lu Dan Gui, beneﬁtted
from Tzu Chi’s medical assistance. However, several months after
undergoing an operation to treat her glaucoma, she took her own
life following a heated argument with her husband. This tragic
incident evoked Master Cheng Yen’s sympathy, and subsequently
led to the conception of a more structured, comprehensive
procedure of managing care recipients by introducing followup assessments. Now, volunteers conduct monthly visits to the
care recipients’ homes to provide ongoing care and support.
Even after the provision of aid has been discontinued, volunteers
would continue their visits for some time to ensure that the care
recipients cope well with their lives.
Fifty-three years on, the spirit of charity remains the
cornerstone of Tzu Chi’s missions, and Tzu Chi volunteers
around the world continue to uphold it in performing their duties,
reaching out to the darkest corners of society to bring hope and
touch lives with compassion. The timely assistance from Tzu
Chi volunteers gave care recipients Wong Tang Soong, Yoh
Kim Peow and Mr Wong (who preferred to be identiﬁed by this
pseudonym) a new lease of life. At the same time, the volunteers,
in turn, were afforded the opportunity to earn blessings by
alleviating the hardship endured by the care recipients, while
gaining wisdom as home visits are insightful windows into the
lives of care recipients from diverse predicaments.
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You are my guiding light
By Kok Kim Tho & Tang Choon Chow Translated by Chia Wen Fang Photograph by Sam Pin Fook

“I wish my vision will be restored one day. If that ever happens, Brother Wong (Kang Jiann) would
be the ﬁrst person I would like to see,” revealed Wong Tang Soong in a heartfelt confession. “I
cannot imagine how my life would have turned out if it weren’t for Brother Wong and Tzu Chi.”

W

ong Tang Soong, 58, is a KL-based
Tzu Chi care recipient who grew up in
Jinjang New Village. He used to work as a casual
construction worker in his younger days while
moonlighting as a medium, running a divination
practice to provide counsel to his followers and
fellow villagers. Unfortunately, over a decade
ago, his left eye was blinded after being struck
by stray gravel in a workplace accident. The loss
of vision in one eye had caused him considerable
inconvenience in performing his daily activities.
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Misfortunes never seem to strike only
once. In 2015, Tang Soong was diagnosed with
a cornea ulcer in his right eye. The condition was
worsened by poor hygiene, leaving him with
only 5 percent vision in his right eye. He sought
treatment at a government hospital, but his ability
to effectively communicate with the medical staff
was hampered due to his poor command of Malay
and English, resulting in delayed treatment.
From then on, Tang Soong felt as if his life
was shrouded in pitch-black darkness. He had no
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Wong Kang Jiann, volunteer
My involvement in Tzu Chi’s charity division started with monthly home visits to the recipients
of the Tzu Chi Study Grant. I would wrap up each visit after exchanging brief pleasantries,
so I expected the same of Tang Soong’s case. Little did I know, I started showing concern
for him when I learnt of his eye complications, which had persisted for three years. The
severity of his situation came to light when I realized he and his friends were unable to
communicate effectively with the doctor. Neither could he understand the instructions
for the application of his eye drops. Worse still, he was unable to apply the eye drops
unassisted even if he wished to, as he had nearly lost all his vision.
I felt ashamed for being of little help to Tang Soong due to my careless
attitude in handling his case. This experience is a reminder for me to be more
mindful in dealing with care recipients in order to fulﬁl the true purpose
of conducting home visits, that is, to help our care recipients overcome
pressing challenges in their lives.

one to rely on and lost his ability to earn a living.
“I felt no different from a blind man. I could
barely see with my failing eyesight, so I couldn’t
work. I had used up all my savings. It wouldn’t do
to keep on borrowing loans from others either,”
he recalled.

Gone were the glory days
A 30-year old prayer altar could be seen
upon entering through the rusty steel gate of Tang
Soong’s home. The statue of a deity adorning the
altar appeared venerable as ever, albeit smudged
in soot, but gone were Tang Soong’s glory
days of being revered as a medium in demand.
Inside the house, the living room contained a
tattered sofa and a worn-out wooden table. The
interior surfaces were covered in a layer of dust
due to neglect. The wooden wall panels were
discoloured and smothered with unsightly black
patches. Clean water supply was scarce. Tang
Soong’s cousin brother, who lives next door,
would provide them with tap water for cooking,
while an old well in the backyard supplied water

for bathing and household chores.
At the lowest point in his life, Tang Soong
relied on aid from his cousin brother and friends
for sustenance. They would either buy him lunch
or bring him biscuits from time to time. His older
sister would also visit him occasionally. But
depending on the goodwill of friends and family
was only a temporary measure; he had to ﬁnd a
way to fend for himself somehow. Once, he was
so desperate to quell his hunger that he requested
a friend to buy him RM2 worth of animal entrails
for dinner.
Tang Soong recalled the dark days when he
felt helpless and alone, and was unable to manage
his daily activities. He informed, “I could not
even perform tasks as trivial as drawing water
from the well. I frequently contemplated suicide
as I felt life was meaningless.”
At sundown, turning on the lights in the
house seemed redundant to Tang Soong, no
matter the brightness. Instead of telling the time
from a clock, Tang Soong pointed towards his red
portable radio on the wooden table and said, “I
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ﬁnd out the time of day by listening to radio news
broadcasts.”
At the end of 2017, he was informed by the
hospital that a cornea transplant had been arranged
for him at a reduced cost of RM2,500, which was
an extravagant sum for the penniless Tang Soong.
Just as Tang Soong was starting to lose all hope, a
friend suggested that he seek help from Tzu Chi,
hence the beginning of his acquaintance with Tzu
Chi volunteers.

Renewed hope in life
“Good morning, Ah Soong. Amitabha (a
Buddhist greeting, “I wish you well”)!”
The friendly greeting reverberated in

the early morning air, accompanied by the
familiar sound of a car approaching the gate,
signalling the much-anticipated arrival of
Tzu Chi volunteer, Wong Kang Jiann. Tang
Soong returned Kang Jiann’s greeting with
a cheerful “Good morning, Brother Wong!”
He was evidently elated to see Kang Jiann,
who had supported him through thick and
thin. The purpose of Kang Jiann’s visit was to
fetch Tang Soong to the hospital for a followup appointment. Kang Jiann would arrive at
Tang Soong’s house early in advance of the
appointed time to avoid the long queue at the
doctor’s, allowing Tang Soong to reach his
turn sooner and return home earlier.

Care recipient Wong Tang Soong relies on volunteer Wong Kang Jiann (far left) and Tang Soong’s close friend, Keow Pak On
(far right), to guide him towards the light at the end of the tunnel.
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“When Tang Soong ﬁrst sought help from
Tzu Chi, his vision was so poor that he could
only detect faint traces of light,” revealed Kang
Jiann. Prior to that, Tang Soong had to postpone
his cornea transplant operation due to the risk
posed by high intraocular pressure (ﬂuid pressure
inside the eye) in his eye. The excessive pressure
exerted on his eye caused damage to his optic
nerve, preventing the transmission of visual
signals to the brain. In this case, undergoing a
cornea transplant was not a feasible option.
In February 2018, Tang Soong underwent
laser surgery to alleviate his intraocular
pressure. Post-surgery, he was required to
apply eye drops to keep his intraocular pressure
under control, and was scheduled for frequent
follow-up appointments with the doctor. Tang
Soong was prescribed multiple types of eye
drops, each to be administered at a particular
time of the day and at a particular frequency.
To avoid confusion, Kang Jiann came up with
the idea of labelling the bottles by using rubber
bands before storing the bottles in separate
compartments in a small fridge.
Kang Jiann was grateful to fellow volunteer,
Lim Jit Han, for his support and guidance in
caring for Tang Soong. “His wholehearted
commitment to charity work is exemplary,” he
praised in genuine admiration for Jit Han. In
the early days of caring for Tang Soong, Jit Han
would personally deliver lunch to the former from
the Tzu Chi Jinjang Recycling Education Centre
every Sunday without fail. Jit Han’s thoughtful
gesture gradually earned him Tang Soong’s trust,
forging a close relationship between them. If Jit
Han was busy, he would arrange for either Kang
Jiann or another volunteer to deliver lunch to
Tang Soong, drawing on cooperative effort to
ensure Tang Soong would not be left starving.

In May 2018, Tang Soong contracted
glaucoma and had to constantly shuttle between
the Sungai Buloh Hospital and Selayang Hospital
for treatment. Kang Jiann was more than willing
to rearrange his work schedule to accompany
Tang Soong on all of his medical appointments.
“Every trip to the hospital would take up
half a day or even a full day, inevitably affecting
my work commitments,” said Kang Jiann,
who works as a ﬁnancial planner. However, he
empathized with Tang Soong’s suffering and was
determined to be there for him.

From receiving to giving
“My vision has improved. Now I am
able to see shadows and light. Since receiving
a subsidy from Tzu Chi, my life has taken a
turn for the better. I am able to afford takeaway
meals and health supplements,” shared Tang
Soong, evidently relieved.
Kang Jiann did not forget to inculcate the
spirit of kindness in Tang Soong throughout
the time spent with him. He explained to Tang
Soong that the subsidy he received from Tzu Chi
was sourced from public donations. Everyone
is capable of offering help, as long as they are
willing to. This inspired Tang Soong to register
as a Tzu Chi donor, despite still having to rely
on a subsidy from Tzu Chi for his livelihood.
“I try my best to contribute within
my means, whether it is donating RM15
or sometimes, RM20,” said Tang Soong.
Those who devote themselves to charity will
eventually reap blessings, as attested to by Tang
Soong, who appeared to be in better spirits and
is now able to manage simple household chores,
such as sweeping and mopping the ﬂoor, and
drawing water from the well for the laundry. He
is now self-reliant. Furthermore, he has been
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Lim Jit Han, volunteer
Witnessing Brother Tang Soong’s plight reminded me of the impermanence of
life and the importance of cherishing it. He might never regain his vision, but
he has been trying his best to live life to the fullest. This realization prompted
me to reﬂect and ask myself, what is there to complain about? Whenever I
faced stumbling blocks in life, I would dwell on them and exaggerate my
misfortune. But on second thought, they seem inconsequential compared
to the adversity Tang Soong is going through. From another perspective, I
am indeed fortunate to be blessed with good health. Therefore, Tang Soong’s
resilience in meeting life’s challenges has taught me to be more open-minded
and adopt a more optimistic outlook on life.

volunteering at a nearby recycling centre since
October 2018 under the guidance of volunteers,
whenever his health permits.
Tang Soong looks forward to carrying out
recycling work at the recycling centre on Sunday
mornings. He cherishes it as an opportunity to do
his part for a charitable cause despite his failing
eyesight. “I am aware that the proceeds collected
from Tzu Chi’s recycling efforts go to a good
cause, so I am willing to dedicate my Sundays to
helping others!” he declared. Come rain or shine,
Kang Jiann would obligingly fetch Tang Soong
and his friend, Keow Pak On, to volunteer at the
Jinjang Recycling Education Centre.
The recycling volunteers would gather the
textbooks to be recycled at a ﬁxed location in
the recycling centre to make it more convenient
for Tang Soong to sort them for recycling. Upon
arriving at the recycling centre, Tang Soong
would start by peeling off the outermost layer
of plastic, followed by detaching the book cover
from the inner pages, before ﬁnally compiling
the loose inner pages into neat stacks. “I rely
on my sense of touch to distinguish between
different types of paper products. For instance,
cardboard has a more coarse texture,” he said.
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Pak On and Jit Han would keep him company
and assist him as needed.
Working through the mounting piles of
paper, Tang Soong confessed, “I wish my vision
will be restored one day. If that ever happens,
Brother Wong (Kang Jiann) would be the ﬁrst
person I would like to see. I cannot imagine
how my life would have turned out if it weren’t
for Brother Wong and Tzu Chi.”
Tzu Chi volunteers light the way for Tang
Soong to compensate for his deteriorating
eyesight, guiding him out of the darkness by
showing him the virtuous path to charity. He
pledged to volunteer at the recycling centre
daily if he ever regains his vision.
Kang Jiann was very pleased to witness
Tang Soong’s change in mindset. “Tang Soong
used to be very pessimistic when we ﬁrst
approached him. But with our support, his
overall well-being has now improved, not to
mention, his shift to a more positive mindset.
Even a little kindness goes a long way in
making a difference in someone else’s life.
Reaching out to disadvantaged groups in our
community makes our society a better place,”
advised Kang Jiann.
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Glad to have you by my side
By Yap Chai Hoon Translated by Wong Mun Heng Photograph by Sam Pin Fook

“I used to idle my days away in a dreamlike trance, indulging in hedonistic pleasures. But after
suffering a stroke and kidney failure, I felt my life had lost all meaning, as if I was living on borrowed
time. I initially thought that instead of burdening my family with my deteriorating health, it would be
better for me to disappear from this world. Fortunately, Tzu Chi volunteers came along and showed
me the meaning of life,” recounted wheelchair-bound care recipient, Yoh Kim Peow, looking back
on an agonizing episode in his past.

A

young Yoh Kim Peow worked as a cook,
while operating an illegal gambling den on
the side to earn a quick buck. He had no qualms
splurging on lavish social outings with his friends
– spending as much as RM10,000 on a night’s
entertainment was not unusual. As money ﬂowed
freely in, he led a hedonistic, reckless lifestyle
that ended up jeopardizing his health. At the end
of 2013, he suffered a stroke and was required to

undergo dialysis treatment. He recovered well
and was soon back in action on his motorcycle,
but tragedy struck when he met with an accident
while ferrying his friend to a rehabilitation
session, leaving him wheelchair-bound.
Kim Peow and his wife have two daughters
and a son. The family lives in a double-storey
terrace house with Kim Peow’s mother, younger
brother and sister. But Kim Peow, who exudes
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the imposing, jaded air of one who has seen the
ways of the world, had a frayed relationship with
his family. After the accident, his family would
offer him assistance, but beyond that, they largely
ignored him and left him alone in his room.
He recalled with a wistful smile, “I was stuck
in my room with no one to talk to. Looking out the
window, I felt like I was in prison.”
Back then, Kim Peow lamented that life
was unfair to him. Having depleted all his
savings, he could not afford adult diapers for
himself. He resorted to reusing soiled diapers
after drying them under the sun, but this resulted
in festering sores developing on his skin. The
cost of dialysis treatment was too heavy a
burden on him, hence his decision to reduce the
frequency of treatment sessions.
“Instead of burdening my family with my
existence, I would rather disappear from the
surface of the Earth…” said Kim Peow. He was
on the verge of giving up on himself, but a friend
sympathized with his despair and sought help
from Tzu Chi.

An emerging ray of hope
In late 2017, a group of volunteers paid Kim
Peow a visit for the ﬁrst time. Volunteer Chin Fui
Cheaw recalled, “When we ﬁrst set foot in Kim
Peow’s house, we were appalled by the lack of
hygiene. Kim Peow was thin and frail, with a
constant frown on his face. His speech was slurred.
He skipped his dialysis treatment, causing black
spots to appear on his legs and back as toxins
accumulated in his body. He was in bad shape.”
After due evaluation, Tzu Chi adopted Kim
Peow as a care recipient and started subsidizing
his dialysis expenses. The volunteers advised him
to undergo regular dialysis sessions. After several
months of care and support, the black spots on Kim
Peow’s body started to fade. He warmed up to the
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volunteers and smiles reappeared on his face.
He enthused, “I look forward to the volunteers’
visits because the house is normally very quiet as
I have no one to talk to. The volunteers’ concern
warms my heart.”
The volunteers persisted in their visits,
although they were met with cold reception from
Kim Peow’s family, to the extent that the family left
the house key on the shoe rack outside the house for
the volunteers to let themselves in. Nevertheless,
the volunteers were unfazed and stayed true to
their altruistic spirit. They were further motivated
by Kim Peow’s encouraging progress.
Ever since he was conﬁned to his wheelchair,
Kim Peow had to rely on his son’s assistance to
move him from his wheelchair onto his bed, and
vice versa. When the volunteers learnt that a bed
that is elevated higher above the ground would
allow him to support himself independently, they
sourced for a nursing bed to replace his old bed.
Fui Cheaw, together with fellow volunteers, Loke
Suit Kong and Au Yoke Lan, cleaned up the room,
while the other volunteers, including Leong Tuck
Leong, Tang Kin Heng and Tang Pok Yew, were in
charge of assembling the new bed.
Kim Peow heeded the volunteers’ advice to
ﬂex his limbs more often in order to restore their
dexterity. He promised Fui Cheaw, “I want to open
the door for you personally when you come to visit
next month.”
“Are you sure it is not too much for you?
Don’t force yourself!”
“I am sure of it!”
At the following visit, Fui Cheaw was moved
to see Kim Peow attempting to steer his wheelchair
forward, despite his weak calves, with the key in
hand, ready to unlock the door. “He once told us
of his intention to prepare a vegetarian dish for us
after he recovers. When I saw him unlocking the
door by himself, I knew it won’t be long before we
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are treated to his cooking. He is indeed on his way
to recovery.”
Last November, Kim Peow received a letter
from the Social Security Organization (SOCSO)
requesting him to undergo a health screening as
part of the assessment criteria for medical aid.
Tuck Leong and a fellow volunteer, Kok Fook
Keng were aware that most people are unfamiliar
with the workings of SOCSO, hence they specially
applied for leave from work to accompany Tang
Soong for the health screening.
The volunteers’ supportive gestures
motivated him to strive for recovery and discover
the silver lining in life. “The volunteers are not
related to me in any way. I am only a stranger to
them, yet they are always willing to go the extra
mile for me. I am touched by their kindness,” he
said with tears welling up in his eyes.

Giving of oneself to cultivate kindness
The volunteers were a reliable source of
moral support for Kim Peow, caring for him like
family. They hoped that he would eventually
regain the strength to stand on his own two feet

Loke Suit Kong, volunteer
Kim Peow and I hail from the same village.
I would never have visited him, for he had
a bad reputation. Furthermore, I could not
have done much for him even if I were to
visit him, given my limited strength. But now
that I have joined Tzu Chi for nine years, I
have come to understand that the guiding
principle of Tzu Chi is charity. Those who are
blessed with sufﬁcient means should reach
out to those with limited access to resources.
In Tzu Chi, we never walk alone. We work
as a team, as there is greater strength in unity.
According to the Buddha’s teachings, all
sentient beings are equal. In the course of
charity work, I have learnt about the “Four
Magic Soup”, the “ingredients” of which are
contentment, gratitude, understanding and
tolerance. Letting go is also an important
lesson to learn. I have surrendered my
prejudice against Kim Peow to allow myself
to approach him and his family to provide
care and support.

Volunteers carrying out a spring cleaning
session to clear the clutter around Yoh Kim
Peow’s house, in preparation for the New Year
gathering and distribution event. [Photograph
by Tee Kim Wooi]
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Whenever the volunteers pay him a visit, Yoh Kim Peow
would donate RM5 as his way of giving back to society.
[Photograph by Au Yoke Lan]

and be inspired to join them in giving of himself
to help others. They generously shared with him
Jing Si Aphorisms and the insights they gained
from their fellowship sessions.
“We frequently encourage him to show
concern for and be courteous towards his
family. Although his wife and children are more
reserved towards him, we hope that he remains
grateful to his younger brother for fetching him
to his dialysis sessions and buying meals for
him,” said Fui Cheaw.
On the eve of the 2018 Mid-Autumn
Festival, the volunteers presented him with
some Jing Si mooncakes, much to his delight.
He promptly declared his intention to keep
the mooncakes for his family, garnering praise
from the volunteers for ﬁnally being able to
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appreciate the virtue of gratitude.
Every month, volunteers would bring him
a copy of The World of Tzu Chi during their
visits to introduce him to the work carried out
by Tzu Chi volunteers, as well as stories of
care recipients who have beneﬁtted from Tzu
Chi’s aid and have since repaid the kindness by
reaching out to others in need. Kim Peow used
to subscribe to the perception that donating
money alone is synonymous to charity, but
stumbling upon articles documenting the
volunteers’ medical outreach missions and
home visits made him realize that contributing
in kind to serve the community is also a
charitable undertaking.
Fui Cheaw further drove home the true
meaning of charity by advising Kim Peow that
“Charity is not the privilege of the rich, but derives
value from the involvement of those who serve with
a willing and sincere heart.” But Kim Peow faced
a dilemma. Being wheelchair-bound, he struggles
to even manage his daily routine by himself, much
less be of help to others. The volunteers were
sympathetic of his limitations, and encouraged him
to engage in charity in his own way by adopting
a bamboo bank and contributing towards it, no
matter the amount. This inspired him to sign up as
a Tzu Chi donor, pledging to donate RM5 monthly
to a charitable cause.
In the past, Kim Peow lived on easy money,
which proved a volatile currency. Now, he ﬁnds
purpose in doing his part to give back to society
through his monthly RM5 donation. “I am
incapable of making a decent living, but I ﬁnd it
meaningful that I am able to contribute to charity
in my own way, that is by skipping a meal each
month,” he said.
Kim Peow admitted that his encounter with
Tzu Chi volunteers was a signiﬁcant turning point
in his life, as it motivated him to speak kind words,

Ever Ready to

Serve from the Heart

Chin Fui Cheaw, volunteer
During my initial encounter with Kim Peow, I noticed that his speech was slurred due to
complications from the stroke he suffered, so I had to be very patient when listening to him speak.
Patience is a crucial virtue to have when interacting with our care recipients, because they need a
listening ear to conﬁde their troubles to.
Kim Peow’s family was observing us closely from the sidelines as they had
reservations towards us, so being sincere in all we do for him is very important.
After nearly a year of caring for him, his family started to accept us, especially
his wife, who would greet us warmly. I learnt that patience, compassion and
sincerity are essential in dealing with our care recipients.

perform kind deeds and cultivate positive thoughts.
He said, “I am thankful to Tzu Chi for giving me
the chance to make up for missed opportunities.
The volunteers’ guidance and positive spirit have
given me a different perspective on life, making
me realize that achieving happiness in life is as
easy as simply reaching out to help others.”
Fui Cheaw, who had been caring for Kim
Peow for a considerable length of time, observed
that after Kim Peow noticed that an excess had
accumulated from the subsidized diaper supplies,
he requested to reduce the quantity supplied and
suggested that the saved expenses be converted
into donations for the needy instead. Volunteer
Suit Kong acknowledged that Kim Peow’s
attitude has changed for the better, having
developed a sense of empathy and a willingness
to be considerate of others.
Kim Peow was used to living the high life,
yet he was never satisﬁed with his fortunes. But
now, he is contented with even a minimal sum in
his possession, as he feels spiritually enriched.
His previous preoccupation with material
gains saw him turning green with envy whenever
his friends turned up in luxury cars, but his
current concern is to invite them to join him in

contributing to charitable causes. “Some of my
friends are still reluctant to accept my way of life,
but I hope to gradually inﬂuence them with my
conviction,” he asserted.

A tender gesture of love
As the 2019 Lunar New Year was
approaching, Kim Peow agreed to loan out
his residence as the venue for the New Year
gathering and distribution event organized
by the volunteers in his community for care
recipients from 13 households. On the eve of
the event, the volunteers carried out a thorough
spring cleaning session at Kim Peow’s house,
which was cluttered with junk. Out of courtesy,
the volunteers sought the permission of Kim
Peow’s wife when handling the items.
“Do you still need these, Mrs Yoh?”
“If you don’t need these anymore, may we
send them to the recycling centre?”
The volunteers took care to seek clearance
for every item from Kim Peow’s wife before
deciding the next course. This occasion marked the
ﬁrst time the volunteers had any interaction with
Kim Peow’s wife after caring for Kim Peow for
nearly a year. They were pleased to note that Kim
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Yoh Kim Peow (left) conveyed his affection for his mother with a tender “I love you”, before teasing her, saying, “You are the ﬁrst
woman I gave ﬂowers to.” [Photograph by Tee Kim Wooi]

Peow’s wife was very cooperative, enabling the
spring cleaning session to proceed smoothly.
Fui Cheaw revealed that ever since their ﬁrst
encounter, whenever the volunteers came to visit,
Kim Peow’s wife would offer a smile and greet
them with a polite nod to acknowledge them. “To
us, her smile is the most beautiful of all smiles,”
offered Fui Cheaw. The volunteers’ efforts had
ﬁnally bore fruit, as they gained the acceptance of
Kim Peow’s family.
On the day of the New Year gathering,
volunteers invited Kim Peow’s mother to partake
in the celebratory dinner. The relationship between
Kim Peow and his mother grew increasingly
distant as there is minimal interaction between
mother and son. Kim Peow’s mother, who relies
on a walking stick for support, had been conﬁned
to the upper ﬂoor of their house. On the other
hand, Kim Peow lives on the lower ﬂoor to allow
easier accessibility as his mobility is limited by his
wheelchair. Therefore, the volunteers arranged
to bring Kim Peow and his mother closer
together, and even prepared a ﬂower for Kim
Peow to present to his mother, along with his
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heartfelt message: “Mother, I love you.”
As a Jing Si Aphorism goes, “Never hesitate
to fulﬁl kind and ﬁlial deeds.” Kim Peow has
compensated for his past neglect of his loved ones
by repenting with an expression of love to his
mother and showing gratitude to those around him.
The smile spreading across his mother’s face as she
happily accepted the ﬂower said it all.
Besides their exemplary actions and speech,
the volunteers’ patient guidance had inculcated
seeds of kindness in Kim Peow, allowing the karmic
wheels to take its course. Kim Peow has also learnt
not to take himself too seriously, reminiscing on
his past at his own expense, “I was not a hardcore
rogue, yet I confess I wasn’t any good either. To put
it bluntly, karma caught up with me by conﬁning
me to a wheelchair. I admit that I was wrong. I
promise to turn over a new leaf.”
As an afterthought, he added, “I cannot take
my fortune to the grave, no matter how much I
have earned. But the blessings and merits I have
cultivated last beyond this lifetime. Hence, I aim to
commit myself to Tzu Chi after I have recovered to
pursue a greater sense of purpose in life.”

Ever Ready to

Serve from the Heart

Thumbs-up for your competent care
By Lee Lay Sim Translated by Choo Suet Fun Photograph by Lee Kwee Yap

“It is too cramped. I want better living conditions for my mother since she is getting old. Would
you send your elders to a nursing home like this?” Confronted with care recipient Mr Wong’s
querulous remarks, the volunteers attempted to ease the simmering tension with patience and
kind understanding.

“I

t is all my fault. Otherwise my mother
wouldn’t have choked on her food and
ended up like this,” lamented a remorseful Mr
Wong, blaming himself for causing his late
mother to suffer in her lifetime.
Volunteer Ong Saw Tin felt sorry for the
distraught Mr Wong and consoled him, “It is
normal for the bodily functions of the elderly
to degenerate, including their ability to ingest
food properly. All of us will eventually leave
this world in old age. This is life.”

In May 2017, the Tzu Chi KL & Selangor
branch received a request for help from a man
who was searching for a suitable nursing home
to accommodate his 89-year-old mother, but was
limited by his ﬁnances. At that time, his mother
was hospitalized due to illness. Volunteers Tan
Hooi Poh, Ong Saw Tin, Hong Eng Hwa and
Lim So Hwa visited Mr Wong’s mother at the
hospital to better understand the plight of the
mother-and-son pair.
Mr Wong’s mother was all skin and
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bones, while Mr Wong seemed uncomfortable
in the presence of the volunteers, who were
complete strangers to him. Mr Wong’s mother
was diagnosed with a tumour in her body,
warranting further examination in order to
determine the appropriate course of treatment.
However, owing to her advanced age, the
doctor discouraged her from undergoing further
tests as the intensity of these tests might take
a signiﬁcant toll on her already-deteriorating
health. Mr Wong dreaded the prospect of adding
to his mother’s suffering, so he decided to fetch
his mother home to recuperate.
Due to the demands of his job as a security
guard on the graveyard shift, Mr Wong was
unable to devote himself to caring for his mother
full-time. Neither was he able to shoulder the
costs of enlisting the services of a nursing home
with his meagre income. He was referred to a
relatively costly nursing home by a friend, and
conveyed his request to Tzu Chi KL & Selangor,
expecting unconditional assistance.
A volunteer proposed more affordable
nursing home alternatives that even offered to
waive all costs, but were all turned down by

him. For Hooi Poh, her initial encounter with
him was not without conﬂict, as she recalled
with a knowing smile.
On the return journey after surveying the
conditions of several nursing homes, Hooi Poh
asked Mr Wong gently, “What do you think of
this nursing home?” Her innocuous question was
met with hostile resistance.
“It is too cramped. I want better living
conditions for my mother since she is getting
old. Would you send your elders to a nursing
home like this?”
The volunteers were forgiving of Mr
Wong’s defensive stance, seeing past his critical
demands for their true guise as an expression of
love for his mother.
The volunteers later discovered that
Mr Wong actually doubted their sincerity in
helping him locate a suitable nursing home and
providing moral support.
Hooi Poh weathered the brickbats with
an open heart, as she sympathized with the
emotional turmoil experienced by those who
seek help from Tzu Chi, each of whom are
troubled by their own personal dilemmas.

Ong Saw Tin, volunteer
As volunteers, we strive to position ourselves in the care recipient’s shoes in order
to better understand their needs and help them to the best of our capacity. In
my opinion, the role volunteers play in society is to provide relief to those in
need. When one is faced with problems, acquaintances and family members
are only capable of doing so much to help. But Tzu Chi volunteers support each
other as well as those in need like a family, fostering a collective resilience that
brings calm and comfort to anxious souls. Mr Wong bore no ill will; he behaved
the way he did because he was struggling to resolve his inner dilemma arising
from his misconception of Tzu Chi’s intentions. We did our best in attending to
his and his mother’s needs so as to gain their trust and convince them to accept
our help. Offering due assistance with a sincere heart has changed Mr Wong’s
misguided views of us.
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Ever Ready to

Serve from the Heart

Tan Hooi Poh, volunteer
Caring for Mr Wong has taught me not to judge someone too hastily, and to
be more considerate towards their intentions and circumstances. Mr Wong
was guarded and misunderstood our intentions because he was anxious
in ensuring his mother received adequate care. This speaks volumes about
his love for his mother. I always believe that kindness is inherent in human
nature. As long as we persevere in serving from the heart, our deeds would
one day convince others of our sincere intentions to help.
Furthermore, I admire Sister Saw Tin’s readiness to lead by example. She did not hesitate to take
the lead in restoring hygienic living conditions for Mr Wong’s mother. Her exemplary leadership
reminded me to adopt the same resolve in guiding fellow volunteers.

The volunteers had developed genuine
concern for Mr Wong and his mother and were
reluctant to give up on them. In the end, Mr
Wong accepted the volunteers’ suggestion to
bring his mother home from the hospital, while
Tzu Chi would subsidize their living expenses
to enable Mr Wong to focus on fulﬁlling his
ﬁlial obligations to his mother.

Thankful for the unwavering support
In June 2017, volunteers visited Mr
Wong’s home for the ﬁrst time. The home visit
allowed them to fully understand Mr Wong’s
true motive behind his decision to leave his
mother in the care of a nursing home. Mr
Wong and his mother live in a public housing
complex. Their unit is minimally furnished with
only the bare necessities; Mr Wong would sleep
on a mattress on the ﬂoor, while his mother
evidently lacked a conducive environment to
recuperate from her illness, as she only had a
reclining armchair to rest and sleep on.
Feeling sorry for Mr Wong’s mother, the
volunteers delivered a sickbed and a mattress to
her and her son’s living quarters the following

day. She was ofﬁcially adopted as a care
recipient in August that same year. As she was
bedridden and suffered from bed sores, she
not only received regular care from volunteers
who paid her monthly home visits, but was
also attended to by TIMA members who would
assist in cleaning her wounds.
During each visit, the volunteers would
relieve her discomfort by comforting her with
kind, gentle words, while cleaning her wounds.
The volunteers persisted tirelessly, despite
having to travel to her home as frequent as
three to four times weekly, with each return
trip taking up to two to three hours.
Having witnessed the meticulous care
administered by the volunteers, Mr Wong’s
initial reservations towards their kind deeds
as superficial token gestures started to give
way to heartfelt appreciation for their sincere
goodwill.
Recounting the volunteers’ efforts in
tending to his mother’s wounds, Mr Wong
gave Hooi Poh and Saw Tin a thumbs-up,
while complimenting them, “You are very
fastidious. I admire your competence.”
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When the inﬂatable air mattress belonging
to Mr Wong’s mother was torn, the volunteers
promptly replaced it with a new one; when Mr
Wong decided to hire a caregiver to look after
his mother overnight, the volunteers approved
an increased subsidy after reassessing his
needs. The volunteers were ever mindful of
Mr Wong’s requirements and responded with
timely re-evaluation and assistance. Mr Wong
would look forward to the caring and jovial
atmosphere the volunteers brought with them
with every home visit.
For Mr Wong and his mother, the times
spent with the volunteers were the happiest.
Through frequent interactions with the
volunteers, Mr Wong’s tendency to resort to
coarse language was gradually replaced by an
inclination towards words of gratitude.

Caring for the community
The volunteers established a close rapport
with Mr Wong through regular home visits,
and discovered that he has four children, with
whom he had lost contact for over 20 years. The
volunteers hoped for Mr Wong to be reunited
with his children, and encouraged him to contact
them. Now that the relationship between Mr
Wong and his children has been restored, the
children would pay occasional visits to their
ailing grandmother and engage in conversation
with their father.
Mr Wong’s mother passed away in
November 2018, but the void she left behind
in Mr Wong’s life is now ﬁlled by his children.
After his mother’s demise, Mr Wong donated
excess furniture and home appliances to his
neighbours in need.
Mr Wong is grateful to the volunteers for
guiding him towards the virtuous path of ﬁlial
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piety by advising him to fetch his mother home
from the hospital and care for her, affording him
more time to fulﬁl his ﬁlial duties to her, leaving
him with no regrets.
Spending an extended amount of time
in the volunteers’ company had enabled him
to observe the joy the volunteers derived from
giving of themselves, inculcating in him the
true meaning of the Jing Si Aphorism, “Charity
is not the privilege of the wealthy; it values the
contributions of the sincere-hearted.” He adopted
a bamboo bank upon realizing that giving is
more gratifying than receiving, and was joined
by his younger sister, who was inspired by the
story behind the bamboo bank.
Mr Wong emulated the volunteers’ kind and
caring spirit and spread it among his community
by reaching out to his less fortunate neighbours.
After donating a portion of the condolence
money collected from his mother’s funeral to Tzu
Chi, he used part of the remaining sum to buy
groceries and daily necessities for his neighbours
in need. Earlier this year, he also donated to Tzu
Chi’s Sulawesi ﬂood disaster relief fund.
“I should give back to society when I
have the means. Tzu Chi volunteers are indeed
living bodhisattvas – even my friend said so.”
Mr Wong’s friend was initially mistrustful
of Tzu Chi’s intentions, but after witnessing
the volunteers’ selﬂess service whenever he
visited Mr Wong’s home, he changed his mind
and was moved by the volunteers’ kindness to
sign up as a Tzu Chi donor.
Mr Wong admitted that he might not
be articulate enough to give a deﬁnite shape
to the notion of a “living bodhisattva”, yet
the compassion of the “living bodhisattvas”
he encountered has left an indescribable yet
profound impact on him.
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By Wong Siew Ching

Photograph by Hsiao Yiu-hwa

Rice Seeds for

40,000 Farmers in Myanmar
For generations, farmers in Myanmar have been relying on loans to run their
agricultural activities. However, due to erratic weather and the resulting
natural disasters, even farming families have to resort to borrowing rice for
sustenance. To help the farmers resume their agricultural activities postﬂood, Tzu Chi conducted a 10-day rice seed distribution recently.
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Bags of rice seeds were readied for
distribution in a temple in Kayin State.

M

ingalaba! (Greetings in the Burmese
language)
Following the 2008 Cyclone Nargis,
stories of Great Compassion and Great Love
have been emerging in Myanmar, a country
once named Asia’s rice bowl. More than a
decade since the devastating disaster, seeds
of love have sprouted on the land, and are
spreading wider. Today, many local volunteers,
like U Thein Tun and U San Thein, who once
received aid from Tzu Chi, have served as role
models for the global Tzu Chi community.
The rice seed distributions held from
February 16 to 25, 2019, in Yangon, Bago, Kayin
and Mon, were made possible thanks to the
concerted efforts of Tzu Chi volunteers from four
countries, including Malaysia. It was an afﬁnity
that came about from the heavy ﬂooding in July
and August 2018, that destroyed large tracts of
rice ﬁelds in the central and southern regions of
the country, leaving the affected farmers in debt.

Most of the farmers relied on loans –
either acquired from the government or private
corporations – to sustain their agricultural
activities, and some of them even had to borrow
rice from others to feed their families, let alone
resume their agricultural activities. Upon learning
this, Master Cheng Yen advised the volunteers
to distribute mung bean seeds to the farmers in
October and November 2018, followed by rice
seeds in February 2019. The rice seed distribution
mission, which was expected to beneﬁt 47,690
families and enable the cultivation of 82,392
hectares of farmland, was the largest scale of its
kind in Tzu Chi’s history.

Immersing in spiritual joy
From the moment I knew that I could join
this mission, my heart was in great joy and I
started counting down to the day I would set foot
in Myanmar. I could feel Master’s great wisdom
that these rice seeds could transform the lives of
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many poor farmers’ families, by relieving them of
poverty, and more importantly, giving them the
treasure of life wisdom.
So on February 15, about 30 of us from Tzu
Chi KL & Selangor, who were to participate in
the ﬁrst round of the distribution mission, arrived
at the Yangon International Airport and were
warmly greeted by the local and overseas Tzu Chi
family. We were briefed by Li Jin Lan, person-incharge of Tzu Chi Myanmar, on the footprints of
Tzu Chi in the country. The determination of the
local volunteers in carrying out Tzu Chi’s work
despite the challenges, and the pure-heartedness
of the local farmers, overwhelmed many of us.
Many stories left a deep impact on me, such as, the
distribution of solar panels to keep the villagers’
homes lighted at night; and how the students of
different ages were learning happily despite having
to share a big “classroom” with bamboo thatched
roof and no walls.
After gaining some understanding of the
development of Tzu Chi’s missions in Myanmar,
we spent the afternoon folding the Jing Si Aphorism

cards (to be distributed to the beneﬁciary farmers);
and in the evening, we familiarized ourselves with
the tasks for the days ahead.

When the Dharma came alive
In the following ﬁve days, we started our days
as early as 4 am, and at times, retired to bed near
midnight. From the onset, each of us was given
a few packets of Jing-Si dehydrated instant rice
for our lunch. Despite the long hours and physical
exhaustion, we were ﬁlled with spiritual joy;
it felt like we were immersed in Dharma scent
throughout the day.
Every day was spent fruitfully. If we were not
having rice seed distribution sessions, we would
be going for home visits. It was a very memorable
trip given the chance to learn from the veteran
volunteers, who have been actively involved in Tzu
Chi’s international disaster relief work. During the
distribution days, it was like seeing the emergence
of living bodhisattvas from all corners to support
the great cause. The “Four All-Embracing Virtues”
of charitable giving, beneﬁcial acts, loving speech

Volunteers joined the local farmers in harvesting the mung beans cultivated using the seeds provided by Tzu Chi after
the ﬂood in 2018.
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India

and collaborative work, were embraced
so prevalently during the distribution
process.
In each distribution, volunteers
shared the meaningful Jing Si Aphorisms
with the beneﬁciaries, and presented
each of them a Jing Si Aphorism card to
take home as daily inspiration. It moved
our hearts to see the earnestness of the
recipients in learning the meaning behind
the Jing Si Aphorisms, and to see the
cards being placed on the altars during
our home visits. This is indicative of the
reverence one has for the Teaching.
We were also amazed by how
the grateful villagers sat quietly on the
bare ﬂoor and listened attentively to
volunteers’ explanations and sharing on
the origins of Tzu Chi, stories of Master
Cheng Yen and the good teachings.
The atmosphere was sincere, warm and
inspiring, especially when the volunteers
presented the sign language interpretation
of the song, “The Three No’s”, which
conveyed a message of love, trust and
forgiveness.

Serving with dedication
A local volunteer, who is in his
70s and fondly known as “Teacher
Su” amongst the volunteers, had to
wear a waist brace to support his back
throughout the session. Like a father, he
explained patiently the messages from
Master Cheng Yen (as inscribed on the
letter of blessings) to the villagers, and
even belted out each song although they
were available in recordings. Once, when
the vehicle broke down, he decided to
walk to the distribution centre, which
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Myanmar
Andaman Sea
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Yangon Region
Thailand
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Tzu Chi’s post-ﬂood relief
in Myanmar
July – August 2018
Incessant torrential rain ﬂooded more than ten provinces
in the central and southern regions of Myanmar. 340,000
people were affected and the crops, which could be
harvested in November, were destroyed.

September 2018
The local Agricultural Department sought help from Tzu
Chi. Volunteers from Myanmar, Malaysia and Taiwan arrived
at Bago, Yangon, Mon, Kayin, and other affected areas for
disaster survey. It was learnt that the farmers, who acquired
loans from government or private corporations for the
purchase of their rice seeds, were in debt with their crops
destroyed, and had difﬁculty purchasing new seeds and
fertilizers to resume their farming. Besides, their farmland
might be revoked if they failed to settle their loans.

October – November 2018
Tzu Chi distributed mung bean seeds to the affected
farmers, who missed the right timing for replanting, so that
they could at least reap a harvest between February and
March 2019.

February 2019
A plan was drawn up to distribute 4,294 tonnes of rice
seeds to 47,690 farming families from 13 villages across 4
provinces (Yangon, Bago, Mon and Kayin), for cultivation
of 82,392 hectares of farmland. A total of 43,550 farming
families turned up to receive the rice seeds during the
10-day distribution carried out from February 16 to 25.
The local volunteers will continue with the distribution
effort for the rest of the farmers. The farmers are expected
to start planting end of May or early June after the rainy
season, and harvesting will take place 145 days later.
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was very far away, as he was concerned about the
villagers needing to wait for a long time for the
volunteers’ arrival. Thankfully, a kind villager gave
him a lift mid-way.
Without preaching, Teacher Su disseminated
to us the spirit of Great Compassion and altruism.
In fact, each volunteer gave selﬂessly and
demonstrated his/her dedication that went beyond
what a person could do.

A closer look at the villagers’ lives
Things moved very fast throughout the
course of the mission, and we had to cope with
constant changes. For example, on the day we were
supposed to go for home visits, we were informed
that the village chief could not make it. However,
due to the strong vow from the team, it was ﬁnally
arranged. We visited a vast farmland with ripe mung
beans ready for harvest, and learnt from the happy
farmers that the yields from the mung bean seeds
given by Tzu Chi were several times higher than
that from the lower quality seeds they used to plant.
We also visited an elderly woman, who was
left with a daughter after losing her other children.
She had to live alone after her daughter started
working in the city. Like many houses in the
village, her house was without proper walls, but
we were relieved to hear that a relative had sent a
young daughter to stay with her. Despite living in
poverty, the villagers would keep an eye out for one
another, and that was truly heart-warming.
We also visited a very simple school nearby.
The sun was blazing and the very basic “school”
without walls seemed almost impossible for us
to study in, yet the 14-year-old students were so
attentive to their young teachers, totally unaffected
by the heat. The younger children were considered
lucky to study in a brick building without fans as
the area has no electricity supply. The students’
endurance and passion for learning left us to reﬂect
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upon our lives – have we forgotten to cherish the
comfort we enjoy and become less motivated in life?
Arriving at the village chief’s home as the
point of gathering, we were warmly greeted by the
villagers. Their sincere reception moved us deeply.
A villager even followed us on his motorbike when
we left the village in single-cabin trucks. He also
asked us to stop for a drink, which we turned down
politely. But that did not stop him. He quickly bought
a few cans of coffee when we stopped to wait for the
connecting bus. The local volunteers later managed
to ask him to join Tzu Chi, to which he responded
with a “Yes!” without hesitation.

Touching each other’s lives
Deep inside, I believe the warm reception
we received was due to Master’s wisdom and
compassion, and the selﬂess efforts of volunteers,
both local and overseas, which touched the hearts of
the local people.
While we were there extending our love and
care to the local people, they inspired us with their
simplicity and kindness. Due to the challenging road
conditions, there were times we needed to change
vehicles to reach the venue. Because of that, coupled
with some unforeseen circumstances, we were
late in arriving at the venues for certain sessions.
Nonetheless, the farmers displayed their best smiles;
some even came forward to help us with the set-up.
Perhaps, from our “dusty” and concerned looks,
they had guessed what we had endured to get there.
The ﬁrst round of rice seed distributions over
the period of ﬁve days passed us by in the blink of an
eye. It was tough for us to bid goodbye to the warm
local people and fellow international volunteers.
Yet, we knew that so long as we are in Tzu Chi,
we will always be together, serving humanity with
One Heart and One Direction, and upholding our
conviction to emulate the Buddha’s Heart and take
on Master’s Mission!

Rice Seeds for

40,000 Farmers in Myanmar

Tzu Chi’s rice bank – a gift of compassion
By Tzu Chi Documenting Team

I

Translated by Translating Team

n May 2008, Cyclone Nargis caused
catastrophic destruction in Myanmar.
Following that, Tzu Chi launched disaster
relief efforts, including distributing rice seeds
to help the affected farmers resume their
agricultural activities.
When the farmers learnt about the humble
beginnings of Tzu Chi—with 30 housewives
each saving 50 NT cents from their grocery
allowance in a bamboo coin bank daily—they
were deeply moved. A farmer, U Myint Soe, then
decided to emulate the spirit of the Bamboo Bank
Era by saving a handful of rice daily to donate to
others in need. His gesture of kindness inspired
another farmer, U Thein Tun, who also received
rice seeds from Tzu Chi, to speak good words to
his crops and refrain from the use of pesticides.
Grateful to Tzu Chi for the bumper harvest, U
Thein Tun also began to save a handful of rice

before cooking each day to help the needy.
The ripples of kindness continued to
spread to another farmer, U San Thein, and
by the end of May 2018, U San Thein and
U Thein Tun had successfully promoted the
rice bank movement to 15 local villages
and garnered the support of nearly 1,000
households, enabling the collection of over
1,100 kg of rice each month to help more than
60 impoverished families.
U Thein Tun once said, “If Master gave
me money, I may finish it in the blink of an
eye. But Master taught me compassion, an
asset for a lifetime.” True enough, the seeds
of compassion are sprouting in the villages,
and the local farmers are no longer troubled
by their hardship. Instead, they are finding
more meaning to life and spiritual joy from
helping others.
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S pecial Feature
Walking on the Sutra Path

“M

By Chang Yii Yong

Photograph by Wong Yee Ning

ingalaba” was a Burmese greeting I
learnt from the Myanmarese refugees
when I served at the Tzu-Chi Free Clinic in
Kuala Lumpur back in 2012. That was also
the time when I started to learn more about the
history and culture of the country, and hoped to
visit and explore the country personally one day.
Thankfully, seven years later, I ﬁnally had
the opportunity to set foot in the country for the
rice seed distribution mission. I was excited not
just because I could visit the country, but also for
the opportunity to serve together with Tzu Chi
volunteers from all over Malaysia, Myanmar and
Taiwan in this noble mission.
I remembered the day I stepped on the
earth of this Buddhist nation, the ﬁrst thing
I noticed was the “dust” in the air. However,
my concern over the dust issue was soon
washed away by the warm welcome given
by the local Tzu Chi volunteers. My ﬁrst day
in Myanmar was delightful as I made new
friends from other parts of the world, visited
the Tzu Chi Yangon Ofﬁce, and was briefed on
the distribution schedule with an introduction
to the innovative cloud-based database system
used in facilitating the registration procedure
for the distribution sessions.
After a few rounds of changes in the
volunteer grouping arrangements, I ﬁnally set
off with my teammates of Group B1 to the
distribution site the following morning. We
travelled in a bus but after two to three hours,
we were asked to leave the bus and wait for
another vehicle due to the poor road conditions.
Half an hour later, a roofed single-cabin truck
came to pick us up. Before I knew it, we were
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all seated in the back of the truck, well-equipped
with masks and caps to combat the dust in the
air. In the following few days, we were covered
with dust from head to toe at the end of each
day. For the record, I shampooed and washed
my hair for at least three rounds each time
before it felt clean. Yes, that was how dusty it
was along the journey.
In the pre-trip brieﬁng, as advised by
Master Cheng Yen to “do as the Romans do
when in Rome”, we were reminded to take off
our shoes in the temple, a practice observed by
the Myanmarese. It did not appear as an issue to
me, at least not until we got there and were told to
take off our shoes and leave them in the bus. So,

Rice Seeds for

40,000 Farmers in Myanmar

we were walking bare-footed in the compound
covered with grass, sand and pebbles. And yes,
I mentioned pebbles, and those were small
pebbles! That was when I walked softly with each
step, just like how Master told us to walk softly
to avoid hurting the earth. I thought I was taking
the Master’s words well, practising the Dharma
in life and abiding by rules and regulations. But
being one with obsessive compulsive disorder,
the devil in me awakened right before I stepped
into the toilet. With other volunteers queuing
behind me, and the urgency of the call of nature,
I battled the devil in me and put my bare foot on
the toilet ﬂoor. The ﬁrst step was really hard to
take, but I was glad I fought my aversion.
One day, our team had the opportunity to
make a visit to the villagers’ homes. As usual,
we hopped on the single-cabin truck and made
our way through the small and bumpy road.
There were times we needed to get off the truck
and walk through a short distance alongside
the truck due to the bad road conditions. When
we ﬁnally made it to the home of the village
chief, some villagers had gathered there and
welcomed us with their 5-star hospitality – their
home-grown fruits, especially watermelons, and
most importantly, their sincerity. We were then
arranged to visit other homes on motorcycles
ridden by the villagers. My brain was sending
signals to me to not get on the motorcycle, as I
developed a phobia of motorcycle-riding after
being involved in an accident more than ten years
ago. However, my heart was ﬁghting against it
as I knew clearly that I must send love and care
to the other villagers. You must have guessed the
answer – yes, my heart won! I was going around
to different homes, on the back of a motorcycle.
At one home, while I was playing around
with the toddlers, a young father came to me

holding his baby. He gave me a look – one
which I only understood later. When I took the
baby from him, the baby was ﬂoppy. I instantly
understood that the father was trying to seek
blessings from us for the baby. I held the baby
for a while and smiled to both the father and
the baby. I felt sorry that there was nothing
much I could do at that moment. Later, when
I shared this with a Taiwanese volunteer, she
comforted me and told me that all we could do
for now was to bless the baby. The baby might
not have a healthy body, but we hope he could
one day understand the words of wisdom and
follow the Bodhisattva Path.
The home visit trip was deﬁnitely a fruitful
one for me, especially the interactions with the
villagers. We did not understand each other’s
language, yet, we felt for each other. A smile,
a hug or just holding each other’s hands, was
enough to deliver the love and care across. The
joy from such simple interpersonal bonding
was more than words, and I would say, one of
the most amazing moments in my life.
In a nutshell, this trip to Myanmar was like
a Conjured City, as described in the Lotus Sutra,
on my pursuit of the Bodhisattva Path. It is a
revitalizing getaway from my routine Tzu Chi
work. All the challenges we faced during the
trip had, in fact, brought me to reﬂect on various
matters and Dharma principles. Physically, I
might be covered with dust, but my intention
to serve the Myanmarese villagers was pure
and simple. Not only had we planted the seeds
of love in their hearts, but also in ours. While
helping the villagers, I was also cultivating my
wisdom-life. Again, I am grateful for all the
afﬁnities formed in this trip, and I shall continue
my Bodhisattva journey in ﬁnding the treasure
land with more strength and courage.
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Translated by Chang Yii Yong

Encouraging Lifelong Learning for Seniors
Malacca

M

2019.03.05 & 03.12

Reported by Loh Siew Chien

Photograph by Yong Siew Lee

alaysia’s Ministry of Health quoted the United Nations in stating that the ratio of Malaysians
aged 60 and above is estimated to increase to 10 percent of the total population, or 3.4
million people, by 2020, indicating Malaysia’s transition into an ageing society. With this in
mind, Tzu Chi Malacca launched a “Care for the Elderly” programme this year, with the Elders’
Enrichment Centre as one of its initiatives.
The Elders’ Enrichment Centre aims to foster an enjoyable learning environment for the
elderly to encourage them to socialize and stay active in keeping with the spirit of lifelong learning.
Approximately 20 Tzu Chi volunteers in their 70s signed up for the inaugural intake of classes.
March 5, 2019 marked the ﬁrst day of lessons for the seniors. After completing the registration
procedure, the senior students were escorted to the Tzu-Chi Free Clinic to have their blood pressure
levels, body temperature and weight measurements taken. During the second session on March 12,
a dentist was invited to present a talk on dental care. The weekly lessons will introduce the students
to a variety of topics, enabling them to discover a diverse range of unique experiences.
The enrichment activities arranged for the seniors include painting, lessons on the art of the
tea ceremony, mind-stimulating games, music lessons, handicrafts and storytelling sessions. It is
hoped that this pioneer batch of senior students will beneﬁt from the classes and be motivated to
reach out to other seniors and invite them to join Tzu Chi’s charitable cause.
Most seniors in their golden years would have already retired and left their ﬁnancial obligations
behind. Yet, at the same time, they might be susceptible to loneliness and depression as they are
likely to face the loss of their spouse or an empty nest. The Elders’ Enrichment Centre provides a
platform for the elderly to pursue lifelong learning, empowering them to lead a meaningful life.
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Local News
Fun-ﬁlled Outing for Refugee Students
KL & Selangor

2019.03.20

Reported by Joyce Ng Kim Lean

Photograph by Ng Sook Jen

M

ore than 130 upper primary students from the UNHCR Tzu-Chi Education Centres
(Harmony and Unity Schools) visited the National Science Centre at Mont Kiara on
March 20, 2019, accompanied by their teachers and Tzu Chi volunteers. The outing was
an eye-opener for the students as they explored the exhibits and exchanged views among
themselves. In addition, they were introduced to science as a potential subject of interest, as
well as future career prospects in the ﬁeld of science.
Ali Akbar Rezaie bin Ghulam Haidar, an Afghan student from Unity School, was
delighted at the chance to gain interesting knowledge from his visit to the Science Centre. “I
had never visited a Science Centre back in my country,” he said. Now, he has developed a keen
interest in science. He was stunned by the exhibits on Topology, and spent a long time attempting
to solve a hands-on puzzle. He found the outing a meaningful and memorable experience.
Jessica Tan, a teacher at Unity School, said, “This outing is in line with our school’s
philosophy that learning should go beyond mere theory.” She also remarked that this
outing has enhanced the students’ understanding of science and its practical applications.
After departing from the Science Centre, the group visited the KL Tzu-Chi Jing Si
Hall, where they were treated to a vegetarian lunch, followed by a 30-minute magic show
presented by a volunteer, Francis Tan. The students enjoyed themselves and were intrigued
by the performance.
The students and teachers were also led on a guided tour of the Exhibition Hall on
the ground-floor of the Jing Si Hall, allowing them to gain a better insight into Tzu Chi’s
values and missions.
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Recycling Efforts at the Masi Magam Procession
Malacca

2019.02.18 – 02.19

Reported by Lim Siew Choo & Yong Siew Lee Photograph by Yong Siew Lee

On February 18 and 19, 2019, the Hindu
community celebrated Masi Magam, a
religious festival, with a procession from the
ancient Hindu temple on Harmony Street
to the Arulmigu Sannasi Malai Andaver
temple on Cheng Street, before returning to
the ancient temple the following day.
After the procession, staff from
SWM Environment Sdn Bhd promptly
cleaned up the site, along with a group of
Tzu Chi volunteers. Since eight years ago,
the volunteers would station themselves
around the temple to collect discarded recyclables and promote the concept of recycling.
Devotee R. Usha Davi praised the volunteers’ fastidious efforts in clearing the streets of litter. Karthi
a/l Nadarajan, a volunteer in the temple kitchen, admired the volunteers’ resilience in gathering discarded
recyclables in spite of the scorching sun.

Material Aid for Impoverished Indian Family
KL & Selangor

2019.03.02

Compiled by Ng Cau Hong Photograph by Khor Kok Chin

Mahendran a/l Subramanium, 36, worked as
a lorry attendant before he was involved in a
hit-and-run accident a year ago. He injured
his left leg, adversely affecting his mobility
and leaving him unable to work as he had to
rely on a leg brace for support. His family has
since been depending on his wife, who works
as a janitor, for their livelihood. Proper, regular
meals were a luxury for the family of ﬁve.
Upon learning of Mahendran’s plight,
Tzu Chi volunteers visited this family to deliver
material relief, besides offering to subsidize
transport fares for his two school-going children. Mahendran and his wife were moved by Tzu Chi’s
timely assistance in the form of material supplies, as well as care and concern from the volunteers.
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Local News
Vaccination Exercise for Stateless Children
Sandakan

2019.03.13

Reported by Jia Shao Yan Photograph by Lim Chee Yong

In July and September last year, Tzu
Chi Sandakan volunteers organized a
vaccination exercise for stateless children
in Kampung Mangkalinau. This exercise
in March was Tzu Chi’s third collaboration
with the Ministry of Health to provide
vaccination services for local stateless
children. Nurses from the Ministry of
Health were on hand to administer the
vaccinations, which included vaccines
against measles, mumps and rubella, for
144 children. According to the doctor-incharge, unvaccinated children run the risk of spreading infections should they contract a vaccinepreventable disease, causing serious implications. Sabah Health and People’s Wellbeing Minister,
Datuk Stephen Wong thanked Tzu Chi for contributing to the vaccination exercise.

Distributing School Supplies to Underprivileged Students
Sandakan

2019.03.03

Reported by Jia Shao Yan Photograph by Lim Chee Yong

Since 2012, Tzu Chi has been extending
material relief to underprivileged
students in Paitan, an inland area in
Sandakan, Sabah, to improve their
chances of a better education. By
distributing school supplies to the
students, Tzu Chi aimed to nurture a
more conducive learning environment in
a rural area. Thirty-four local volunteers
from Sandakan and Paitan, including
school principals and teachers, joined
forces to distribute school supplies to
students from seven schools. Volunteer Hsieh Hsiu Hua hoped that such assistance would enable the
underprivileged students to concentrate on their studies. Meanwhile, SK Lubang Buaya Principal,
Mr Dasni was grateful to Tzu Chi for providing long-term assistance to ease the students’ burden.
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Preserving the Health of Kampung Numbak Villagers
Kota Kinabalu

2019.02.17

Reported by Ng Sow Kam & Sim Chai Huat Photograph by Tham Chee Hsung

Kampung Numbak, located along the coast
of Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, has a considerable
population of illegal immigrants, most of
whom do not have a legal identiﬁcation
card. Since 2013, Tzu Chi volunteers have
been distributing disaster relief supplies and
extending care to the villagers. Volunteers also
discovered that many of the villagers were not
only unaware of their illnesses, but they also
could not afford medical attention. Hence, Tzu
Chi Kota Kinabalu mobilized 150 volunteers
and medical personnel to organize a free clinic at Numbak Vision Centre for the villagers on
February 17, 2019. The free clinic provided general consultations, dental and optical services,
health screenings and haircuts in addition to dispensing deworming prescriptions for the children.
The event culminated in more than 1,600 patient visits.

Kindergarteners Promote Vegetarianism through
Ethical Eating Challenge
Penang

2019.03.04 – 03.19

Reported by Ooi Yi Qing Photograph by Chan Heng Seong

The students and teachers of several Tzu
Chi Kindergartens in North Malaysia and
Johor Bahru carried out an “Ethical Eating
Challenge” as part of their initiative to
promote
vegetarianism,
complemented
by the “Vegetarian Passport” to record
their vegetarian meal intake. The students
contributed in various capacities in organizing
the launching ceremony of the programme,
including staging a play and preparing
vegetarian dishes. Two weeks later, they
successfully completed the challenge after observing a vegetarian diet for 30 days, totalling 90
vegetarian meals. The students of Tzu Chi Kindergarten Bayan Lepas even reached out to the
public by raising awareness on vegetarianism in public parks and wet markets in the vicinity.
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g lobal News

Reported by Tzu Chi Documenting Team Translated by Choo Suet Fun
Photographs provided by Tzu Chi Taiwan Headquarters

Cambodia 2019.02.28 – 03.03

Free Clinic for Villagers in Cambodia

M

ore than 300 TIMA medical personnel and Tzu Chi volunteers from Taiwan, Singapore,
Cambodia, Malaysia, Vietnam, USA, Laos and France organized a large-scale free clinic
in Prey Kabas District, Cambodia from February 28 to March 3, 2019, for 5,789 patient visits.
The team also distributed sacks of “Love from Taiwan” rice to 1,370 impoverished families and
donated second-hand medical equipment, besides forging cooperative ties with local medical
personnel in conducting medical training.
The medical personnel and volunteers departed for the Prey Kabas Referral Hospital to administer
a 3-day free clinic, providing surgical services and medical consultation in various specializations,
including internal medicine, ophthalmology, dentistry, traditional Chinese medicine and gynaecology.
Although the setup of the operating theatre at the free clinic was modest, proper disinfecting
procedures, adequate lighting and a suitable indoor temperature were all accounted for. TIMA
doctors treated patients with various afﬂictions, such as cleft lip, skin tumours and keloid, besides
performing separation surgery for a boy born with two conjoined ﬁngers on each hand.
The “Love from Taiwan” rice supplies were distributed on the afternoon of March 3, 2019,
with the Member of Parliament of Takeo Province, Pich Sohporn, gracing the occasion by presenting
a speech. Each family received two sacks of rice weighing 20 kg each. The villagers were delighted
with the generous supply of rice, which they claimed was enough to last a family of four for a month.
Many local youths offered to assist the medical personnel in lifting the rice sacks. Even
members of the Royal Gendarmerie of Cambodia, who were dispatched to maintain order,
chipped in to help. “All we have to offer is our labour, yet you invested not only physical labour in
helping us, but also incurred travel expenses in making your way here,” said Royal Gendarmerie
of Cambodia commander, Sok Dara.
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Global News
Indonesia 2019.03.03

Paying Tribute to Mr Eka Tjipta Widjaja

T

zu Chi Indonesia
veteran
volunteer,
Mr Eka Tjipta Widjaja,
the founder of Sinar
Mas Group and one of
Indonesia’s ten wealthiest
individuals, passed away
on January 26, 2019, at the
age of 98. He was actively
involved in philanthropy
in his lifetime and had
wholeheartedly supported
Tzu Chi’s missions.
Tzu Chi Indonesia
volunteers held a memorial
service in remembrance of
Mr Widjaja at the Tzu-Chi Jing Si Hall in Jakarta, Indonesia on March 3, 2019. A total of 638 attendees,
including employees of the Sinar Mas Group, Indonesian businessmen and Tzu Chi volunteers, arrived
at the ceremony to pay their respects. The children of the late Mr Widjaja paid tribute to their father’s
legacy by sharing their memories of their father in a light-hearted and insightful session.
Mr Widjaja’s eldest son, Teguh Ganda Widjaja, recounted his late father’s involvement in Tzu
Chi’s disaster relief efforts following the Jakarta ﬂoods in 2002. He said, “My father went on
to heed Tzu Chi’s call to contribute to the disaster relief efforts, although our family and his
doctor advised him against it. The disaster site was strewn with debris and gave off an unpleasant
stench, yet, he participated wholeheartedly in the clean-up work, initiated donation drives and
even roped in other local entrepreneurs to join the relief efforts.” Mr Widjaja was aged 80 then
and had undergone three major operations, but he was determined to do his part for the disaster
victims after witnessing the extent of the damage.
Mr Widjaja leased out an ofﬁce space in Jakarta’s Mangga Dua Mall measuring 1,000 m 2
to Tzu Chi Indonesia for a 14-year period to accommodate its local operations, as well as the
Indonesian division of Da Ai TV. When Tzu Chi lacked manpower in a mission to distribute
80,000 tonnes of rice to 4 million impoverished families in Indonesia, Mr Widjaja gathered 7,000
employees from Sinar Mas Group to participate in the distribution.
The CEO of Tzu Chi Indonesia, Liu Su Mei, lamented the regrettable loss of Mr Widjaja,
saying, “Mr Widjaja’s exemplary character and integrity are worthy of our admiration. We, the
younger generation, should emulate and immortalize his noble spirit.”
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ouching Life Story

Reported by Tan Kim Hion Translated by Chia Wen Fang

Photographs by Lim Chin Shein

Restoring Brightness and
Cleanliness for Comfortable Living
Chong Siew Foong, who lives
in solitude, has never slept
on a proper bed for the past
30 years. Now, he eagerly sat
himself beside volunteer Siew
Yoon Choi on the edge of his
new bed, giving a “thumbs up”
gesture while enthusing, “This is
the happiest day of my life!”

I

n May 2017, after receiving a distress call from Chong Siew
Foong to the Tzu Chi KL & Selangor branch, volunteer
Siew Yoon Choi, along with a team of fellow volunteers,
visited Uncle Chong’s living quarters. Uncle Chong lives in
a small room on the second ﬂoor of one of the shophouses
located within the vicinity of the Pudu wet market. When
the team of volunteers ﬁrst peered into Uncle Chong’s room,
they were shocked to see the room overwhelmed with clutter,
leaving barely any space for manoeuvre.
The volunteers soon learnt from Uncle Chong that he was
born in Hong Kong and migrated to Malaysia with his father
at a young age. He subsequently made frequent trips between
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Hong Kong and Malaysia, eventually deciding
to settle down in the latter. He has since been
residing in Malaysia for nearly 40 years, and
has earned his Malaysian citizenship.
“My parents passed away long ago, so did
my sister in Singapore. I have been living by
myself all these years, without any relatives to
depend on.”
Uncle Chong lamented that the passage
of time is indeed merciless. He used to work in
the mole-removal line, other than a past stint
as a taxi driver and working odd jobs. Several
years ago, he was diagnosed with heart disease,
asthma, bronchitis and high blood pressure.
As his health deteriorated, so did his mobility.
Now he has to rely on a walking stick.
Since then, Uncle Chong has been
getting by on his savings. When his savings
were gradually depleted, he was in dire straits
ﬁnancially and owed two months’ rental.
Although his landlord had been tolerant, Uncle
Chong was at risk of being evicted from his
room if he owed further rent.
He informed, “I have no money to pay the
rent. I wonder where else can I go if I were to be
evicted by my landlord. I don’t think I can survive
on the street in my current state of poor health.
My friend gave me Tzu Chi’s contact details,
saying maybe Tzu Chi would help me.”
The volunteers felt sorry for Uncle Chong
upon hearing his heartfelt confession. After due
assessment, the volunteers decided to provide
him with a monthly subsidy of RM400 for the
rent, thus enabling him to retain the room which
has been his only shelter for more than 30 years.

The long-awaited good news
With a roof over his head and RM300
worth of government welfare aid monthly, Uncle
Chong has learnt to live sparingly. However, the
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condition of his living quarters was worrying.
During the monthly home visits, Yoon Choi had
always reminded Uncle Chong to clean his room
and dispose of unnecessary items.
“How would I be able to tidy my room
when I have no strength at all? I couldn’t even
lift a thing,” Uncle Chong would always reply
helplessly. Yoon Choi was concerned about Uncle
Chong’s dusty and unhygienic living conditions,
hence he suggested to have the volunteers assist
with the clean-up, only to have his suggestion
repeatedly rejected by Uncle Chong.
Then one day, Uncle Chong complained to
another volunteer, Leong Lai Fun that ﬂeas had
appeared out of nowhere. His sleep had been
disrupted by ﬂea bites every night. Lai Fun took
the opportunity to educate Uncle Chong that
his room has to be cleaned and disinfected, and
the mattress replaced, in order to eradicate the
problem. Uncle Chong eventually agreed to have
his room cleaned by the volunteers.

When new garments become old rags
“With 11 volunteers present today, I think
we are able to ﬁnish cleaning Uncle Chong’s
100 square feet room within an hour.”
On December 9, 2018, the volunteers
brought along various cleaning paraphernalia
to Uncle Chong’s unit. After a short brieﬁng
by Yoon Choi on the ground ﬂoor, the
volunteers went upstairs to Uncle Chong’s
room and took turns to greet him. He was
surprised to see the crowd and asked, “Are
all of you here to clean my room? My room is
very ﬁlthy. Are you sure you want to do this?”
To stop Uncle Chong from changing his
mind, Yoon Choi reassured him and requested
him to ﬁrst retrieve his valuables and stow them
away temporarily in other rooms. Uncle Chong
was then asked to sit outside at the corridor, so

that his asthma would not be triggered by the
dust dispersed during the cleaning process. The
volunteers promised to bring each item out for
his inspection before sorting them accordingly.
During the cleaning process, the
volunteers found many old-fashioned
suitcases and cardboard boxes covered in
dust, all containing garments and towels. The
garments were either stained or torn. Uncle
Chong revealed that he used to love buying
new clothes, which he kept in boxes. As time
went by, these garments were forgotten.
“In recent years, I cannot afford to buy
new clothes anymore. However, friends would
give some to me. I estimate that there are over
100 pieces here. It’s a pity that they have become
tattered before even being worn. They have turned
into old rags now,” said Uncle Chong regretfully,
while eyeing the accumulated piles of clothing.

Amongst the clutter was a porcelain
statue of Guan Yin Bodhisattva. Uncle Chong
recalled that it was a gift from someone, which
he conveniently forgot after placing it into a
box. When the volunteers found a few large
bottles of mineral water, they asked Uncle
Chong if they could still be consumed. Uncle
Chong shook his head and said he could not
recall how long they had been kept for. He
claimed to have bought the water when he
was told that it was “energized” water, which
is beneﬁcial to health. The bottles of mineral
water ended up being hoarded away with
other belongings and were since forgotten.
Out of concern that the water might be
contaminated, the volunteers sought Uncle
Chong’s permission to use it for washing and
cleaning the ﬂoor, to which he agreed. He
also reﬂected pensively that “objects that

Uncle Chong had seen better days, when he worked as a traditional mole-removal expert. He showed the volunteers a
banner featuring his portraits with famous celebrities.
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are not being utilized or consumed will only
become waste with time”.

Memories of the good old days
Upon seeing each and every one of his
damaged and rusted suitcases (some were
even showing signs of oxidization), Uncle
Chong reminisced on his younger days when
he used to enjoy travelling both locally and
overseas. He cherished his freedom so much
that he chose to live the single life.
“Wow, this is my most treasured collection
in my entire life!” exclaimed Uncle Chong
when the volunteers unfolded a scroll. It was
an advertisement banner featuring portraits of
himself with famous celebrities.
The banner read “Professional moleremoval – good luck will return with bad moles
gone…” Both Uncle Chong’s grandfather and
father were traditional mole-removing and
fortune-telling experts back in their day. Uncle
Chong inherited their expertise from a tender age
and started practising the trade in his teens. He
soon became popular with Hong Kong celebrities
in his twenties for his masterful skill.
Uncle Chong made a fortune when he
was in his prime. After settling in Malaysia,
he continued earning a living by working in
the traditional mole-removal industry until
its decline, which coincided with him being
burdened with various ailments.
“Such is life, like a roller coaster with its ups
and downs. I have nothing now, only this poster
that has evoked in me so many memories…” said
Uncle Chong while staring at the poster, his voice
tinged with a sense of loss.
The clutter the volunteers removed from
Uncle Chong’s room occupied the entire corridor
and the staircase landing. Uncle Chong himself
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could not believe the amount of clutter he had
been stowing away in his tiny room all these
years. The volunteers combined their efforts to
move all unwanted items and waste downstairs.
Yoon Choi asked Uncle Chong to take a ﬁnal look
at the pile of discarded items, before they were
sorted accordingly and sent to the dumpster and
recycling centre respectively by the volunteers.

Yearning for blissful happiness
After Uncle Chong’s room had been
emptied out, the volunteers disinfected it with
eco-enzyme and wiped all surfaces over and
over again to eradicate all ﬂeas. Yoon Choi and
the volunteers, some of whom were elderly, also
repeatedly cleaned the windows where dust had
accumulated over the years to restore their shine.
When Uncle Chong saw how hard the volunteers
had worked to clean his room, he said, “It has
been more than 20 years since I last cleaned this
room properly. I was always busy running errands
outside, leaving no time to tidy up my room, let
alone clean the windows. As time passed, I lacked
the motivation to do any cleaning, even though I
was aware that an unkempt living environment
would affect my health. I am very touched and
excited today; I ﬁnally believe that you are here
to genuinely help me.”
Looking around his sparkling-clean room,
Uncle Chong suddenly felt the room has appeared
more spacious; even ventilation has improved.
He could not stop reiterating his gratitude to the
volunteers in between sobs.
Yoon Choi had previously observed that
Uncle Chong had been sleeping on nothing but a
bare mattress laid out on the ﬂoor. He was worried
that Uncle Chong’s health might be compromised
by this nightly routine, and proceeded to source
for a single bed frame and a brand new mattress.

Uncle Chong was pleasantly surprised by the kind
gesture, relating that he did not consider buying
any furniture when he ﬁrst moved in, as he felt it
would be troublesome when moving out from
the rented room. He soon became accustomed
to sleeping on a mattress on the ﬂoor.
“To be honest, I would experience
painful cramps all over my body every night
before bed. I would have difﬁculties lying
down to sleep at night and getting up in the
morning. Sometimes I wished I need not get
up at all.” Uncle Chong contemplated buying
a single bed frame for himself but could not
afford it, so he had no choice but to endure
the torment day after day.
The volunteers were sorry to learn of
Uncle Chong’s plight, but were also pleased to
know that the new bed frame and mattress they
brought him proved to be the most essential
and precious pieces of furniture to him. A bed,
a clean and comfortable room, regular meals
daily, and lessening pain, Uncle Chong claimed,
were all that he needed for a happy, contented
life he had long yearned for.
The clean-up, which was initially estimated
to take an hour, eventually stretched on to four
hours. The volunteers were exhausted towards
the end of the task, but felt it was worthwhile
seeing Uncle Chong’s delight at the outcome.
Apart from expressing his gratitude,
Uncle Chong also indicated his interest in
becoming a volunteer. Upon learning of
Tzu Chi volunteers’ regular visits to nursing
homes, he said he could entertain the seniors
by singing classic oldies. He had previously
won a singing competition, and was willing
to utilize his talent for meaningful causes. He
even offered to volunteer his mole-removal
services to any of the nursing home residents

Uncle Chong (left) sat down with volunteer, Siew Yoon
Choi (right) on the edge of his new bed, and thanked the
volunteers for giving him a clean and bright living space.

who want their moles removed.
When Yoon Choi and the other volunteers
commended Uncle Chong’s willingness to help
others, he said, “We need more warmth and
kindness in this world. Kindness is priceless,
yet everyone is capable of offering it freely.”
On December 13, 2018, the volunteers
paid a follow-up visit to Uncle Chong’s place
and noticed that his wardrobe needed repairing.
They found him a second-hand wardrobe to
prevent him from misplacing his garments and
creating clutter again.
Uncle Chong was glad that he could now
store his garments in the wardrobe and no
longer have to worry about them ending up as
rags. He also noted that he has been sleeping
through the night comfortably ever since his
room was cleaned.
The volunteers were pleased to see
Uncle Chong’s cheerful smile, and hoped that
the spring-cleaning deed, albeit seemingly
insigniﬁcant, would help alleviate his discomfort
and enable him to live peacefully and happily in
his twilight years.
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THE THIRD PRINCIPLE
Give rise to Bodhicitta

Believe in the karmic law of cause and effect
Read and recite the Great Vehicle Sutra

Diligently progress on the Bodhisattva Path

Be content and grateful, cherish and create blessings

L

iving in Taiwan, where material goods abound, what do we have to feel discontented about?
We are able to live on this blessed land because of the blessings we created in our past lives.
Therefore, we should feel grateful that we have planted positive causes, the effects of which we
enjoy today. I hope all of you can be content and grateful, and learn to recognize, cherish and
create blessings. The only way to truly cherish blessings is to give rise to Bodhicitta and take every
opportunity to express our love and to give of ourselves. Today, we are reaping the good fruits of
our past good deeds, and we should continue to sow good seeds in this life to extend our blessings
into our next lives. That way, we can again live in peace and happiness in a blessed land, where we
can continue to walk the Bodhisattva Path.

The universe is our university

Every morning, 365 days of the year, we hold morning recitations in the Great Hall of
the Jing Si Abode. Most people consider this “spiritual cultivation”. But is this really spiritual
cultivation? Have we incorporated into our daily life the contents of the texts we chant? Do we
apply what we have learnt to our thinking and conduct, and abide by the principles? Only if we
answer “yes” can we say that what we do is spiritual cultivation.
After we have studied a sutra, we must apply its essence to our daily living. If we can internalize
the teachings and abide by them every second, then we are engaging in spiritual cultivation every
second. As a Chinese saying goes, “Only the person who drinks the water knows whether it is warm
or cold.” We can understand what something is like only after we have experienced it for ourselves.
If we can practise the principles we learn from the sutras in everyday life, meaning that
we constantly learn, uphold and practise the teachings, then we do not need to retreat deep into
the mountains, cut ourselves off from society, or go into some particular monastery in order
to advance our spiritual cultivation. I often say that each day is a blank piece of paper, each
person is an essay ﬁlled with good teachings, and the universe is a university. Many of us do not
realize that we are, in fact, students of this great university, and instead we look for teachings
in life’s elementary schools. If we live in seclusion for the purpose of our spiritual cultivation
and thus miss the opportunity to develop great loving-kindness and compassion, great courage
and strength, then we are not making good use of our lives. I hope each one of us can reﬂect on
ourselves and encourage each other on this spiritual journey.
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THREE WAYS TO THE PURE LAND

I will not enter Nirvana until every living being is enlightened

In the Surangama Sutra, there is a paean by Ananda praising Sakyamuni Buddha:
As long as even one being has not yet become a Buddha,
I will never enter Nirvana.
Great Hero with great courage and strength,
great kindness and compassion,
please further search out and
dispel my subtlest delusions,
cause me to quickly attain the supreme enlightenment,
and sit in places for spiritual cultivation in worlds of the ten directions.

This paean provides us with great inspiration and the best course of spiritual practice. Buddhist
practitioners must learn to develop the Buddha’s great courage and great strength, great kindness and
great compassion—“As long as even one being has not yet become a Buddha, I will never enter Nirvana.”
The purpose of our spiritual cultivation should not be to speedily attain Buddhahood, but to save and
deliver all sentient beings from their suffering. To do so, we need to extensively form good relationships;
people will trust us to relieve them from their physical or spiritual suffering only when they feel an afﬁnity
towards us. Therefore, we have to remind ourselves to eliminate our afﬂictions so that we have minds
capable of loving and accommodating each and every sentient being.

Eliminate afﬂictions and form good afﬁnities

When we interact with other people, we cannot avoid feeling friendlier, or getting along better, with
some people more than with others. Conversely, sometimes a person may make some off-hand remark
without meaning anything by it, but we analyse it to death and create afﬂictions for ourselves. This is
the behaviour of unenlightened beings: creating afﬂictions rather than eliminating them. We learn the
Buddha’s Way to both eliminate our own afﬂictions and dissolve other people’s displeasure or hostility
towards us. Afﬂictions always arise for a reason, “Without wind there are no waves.” Why do some
people dislike us? We must think about it and ﬁnd the reason behind it. We should try to bring happiness
to people and resolve any misunderstanding or hostility towards us.
Relationships between people are very important. We should reduce other people’s dislike for us
and extensively form good karmic afﬁnities with them. This way, when the time is ripe, we will be able
to attain awakening ourselves and also spread the Dharma to guide others to freedom from ignorance.
Nevertheless, if we do not eliminate our own afﬂictions ﬁrst, we will not develop great courage and
strength, nor will we be able to exercise great loving-kindness and compassion. In this university of the
universe, we have to earnestly examine our own minds, locate our afﬂictions and then eliminate them.
We often talk about “giving up to gain”. What are we giving up? We must give up our afﬂictions.
Only when we cast away our afﬂictions will we gain wisdom, courage and strength, and be able to apply
our loving-kindness and compassion to helping people. With great loving-kindness and compassion, we
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can accomplish anything. The Buddha did not educate and guide countless living beings by himself
after his Enlightenment. In fact, it was his disciples who helped him set up spiritual practice centres
and form many good karmic afﬁnities, thus enabling his wisdom to spread and beneﬁt living beings
around the world. In the same way, if we intend to exercise our courage and strength in ways useful
to the world, we must also establish good karmic afﬁnities with all living beings.

The novice and the elder

In teaching his disciples the importance of creating good afﬁnities with others, the Buddha told a
story about the relationship he had with Ananda, the disciple who was closest to him, in their past life.
A long time ago, an old monk led a group of young novices in diligent spiritual practice. The old
monk constantly admonished them to make efﬁcient use of their time and to memorize the sutras. The
novices kept their master’s instruction in mind and recited the sutras whenever they found the time.
One day while out begging for alms, one of the novices recited the sutra text aloud as he walked
along. He was concentrating so deeply on his recitation that he forgot to beg for food.
An old man saw the novice pass his house without stopping. “Young novice, your bowl is still
empty,” he called out after him. “Will you let me give you some food?” The young man stopped walking
and accepted the elder’s offering.
When the elder found out why the novice had not been begging for alms, he felt great admiration
for the young monk’s diligence, so he told him, “From now on, you can focus on your studies and I
will provide for your needs.” Grateful, the young novice became even more devoted to deepening his
understanding of the sutras.
After the Buddha had ﬁnished the story, he told his disciples, “I was the novice and Ananda was the
elder. Ananda has supported me in every life and in return I guide Ananda to gain proper understanding
and views each time. This is because we built a good relationship in the past.”
All interpersonal relationships arise due to karmic causes and conditions we created
previously. No one can live all alone; we all have to rely on other people in society for our
survival. It is therefore necessary for every person to form good relationships with other people
and become an integral part of society.
After leaving his father’s palace, Prince Siddhartha visited many religious sects all over
India looking for teachings, then he practised asceticism in a forest for six years. But after
he attained Enlightenment and became Sakyamuni Buddha, he still returned to living among
people to share his insights. We can see from this that spiritual cultivation is inseparable from
interacting with people.
If we have formed good relationships with people, then one day when we have attained
insights that we wish to impart to others, we will be equipped with the ability and good afﬁnities
to instruct them. In short, it is very important to establish extensive good relationships with
people. (To be continued in the next issue)
* This article is extracted from the book “Three Ways to the Pure Land (Revised Edition)”.
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M irror of the Heart

By Master Cheng Yen

Drawing by Lee Wee Chong

Always Keeping
a Heart of Gratitude

G

ratitude sows the seeds of goodness;
we must cultivate gratitude in our hearts.
Resentment sows the seeds of evil;
we must uproot it as soon as it arises.
Otherwise, our hearts will become
ﬁelds choked by weeds
that quickly leech away our nutrients.
Therefore, we must always remember
the kindness of others
and readily eliminate all resentment
and negative thoughts as they arise.
* This article is extracted from the book “Mirror of the Heart”.
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Question & Answer

Serene Reﬂection
Between Master Cheng Yen and Father Daniel Cerezo Ruiz, MCCJ
on the Relationship between Great Love and Buddhism
August 10, 1998

Father Daniel Cerezo Ruiz, MCCJ, a Spanish Catholic priest from Macau, came to Hualien,
Taiwan last year to do some sightseeing. He heard about Tzu Chi during his trip and out of
curiosity, contacted Taipei Tzu Chi Branch to arrange for a special visit. Besides observing
several Tzu Chi’s activities, he also attended the “2-Day Cultivation for Tzu Cheng Faith
Corps”, at the Jing Si Hall in Hualien. Before leaving, Father Ruiz took the opportunity to ask
Master Cheng Yen some questions.

Father Ruiz: You often talk about love. Where does love come from?
Master Cheng Yen: From the mind. Everything is created by the mind. The love I

refer to is pure and untainted Great Love, which is also the innate nature of human beings.

Father Ruiz: Does love have anything to do with the Buddha?
Master Cheng Yen: Not only with the Buddha, but it also has much to do with you
and me. Nothing in the world can exist without love.
Father Ruiz: From the impressions that I have gotten, Buddhism seems to be simply

prostrating before the Buddha, and it emphasizes self-cultivation. Tzu Chi seems different
because it maintains a close connection to society.

Master Cheng Yen: Tzu Chi is also a Buddhist organization, so we recite Buddhist

sutras every morning and evening. Other religions have similar rituals to reinforce
practitioners’ spiritual strength. As far as religious beliefs go, praying not only provides
inner strength, it is also a state of mind and a part of religious life. Our morning recitation,
for example, signiﬁes the beginning of a new day in life. In the morning ceremony, we
plan for what we hope to accomplish that day. In the evening recitation, we reﬂect on our
actions to see if we had done anything wrong that day. Therefore, the morning recitation
is a time of inspiration, while the evening recitation is a time of self-reﬂection. We make
vows in the morning on what we want to do and then take steady steps towards our goals.
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The Buddha also teaches us to practise “loving-kindness, compassion, joy and equanimity”
in our daily living, which Tzu Chi earnestly follows every single day. You asked what
makes Tzu Chi different from other organizations. I would say it all depends on the needs
and abilities of each group. However, all of these groups encompass “loving-kindness,
compassion, joy and equanimity”.

Father Ruiz: What methods do you use to inspire so many volunteers to help others
so enthusiastically?

Master Cheng Yen: I have no special methods, I just have a sincere heart. We talk

about the things we are going to do. And when something is beneﬁcial to society, we will
talk about it even after we have done it.

Father Ruiz: What does Buddhism mean to people now?
Master Cheng Yen: For modern-day practitioners, sincere love needs to be practised.
Father Ruiz: What does the “Dharma-boat” signify?
Master Cheng Yen: The Buddhadharma is a vehicle, a boat of compassion for all

sentient beings; it delivers people from the shore of suffering to the shore of happiness.
Bodhisattvas ferry this boat back and forth; even after they die and relinquish their
bodies, Bodhisattvas vow to come back to the Human Realm to save people. Although
aware that it is full of afﬂictions, they still want to come back to the Human Realm. This
is what Bodhisattvas do; their actions are also described as “the ferry of compassion
delivering all beings”.

Father Ruiz: How does one acquire happiness?
Master Cheng Yen: With determination. Otherwise, it is impossible to acquire

happiness. Salvation cannot be achieved by listening to teachings; it can only be achieved
by acting them out.

* The article is extracted from the book “Friends from Afar: Conversations with Dharma Master
Cheng Yen”.
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M aster Cheng Yen Tells Stories

Four Things in This World That
Can’t Be Ignored

W

hen Siddhartha was enlightened, he was
only around 30 years old. The Jetavana
Garden was only just ﬁnished. Whenever the
residents of Sravasti heard that Buddha was
coming to the park, they would joyfully go
there to hear his sermons.
At that time, King Prasenajit from the
kingdom of Kausala heard that Buddha was
preaching in the garden. He went there thinking
that this enlightened saint must be very old.
When he prostrated himself before
Buddha, he saw that Buddha was still so young.
He wondered if this young man of only 30 could
really be enlightened. So he asked, “Buddha, are
you truly enlightened? Can you really free us
from all human suffering?”
Buddha replied kindly, “Your Majesty,
there are four things in this world that you cannot
ignore: a young prince, young dragons and
snakes, a small ﬁre, and young novices.”
Buddha explained, “When a young prince
is born, you know that in the future he will ascend
to the throne and govern the country, so you
cannot look down on a prince even when he is
still small. A dragon has the power to control the

wind and rain, and we need these for a peaceful
life. If the rain comes in due season, everything
will ﬂourish. Untimely rain only creates disasters,
and no rain at all brings drought. A dragon has
the power to control the weather and the rain, so
it cannot be ignored even when it is young.”
“Although snakes are small, a poisonous
one can kill with a single bite, so even a young
snake cannot be taken lightly. A tiny ﬁre can
become a large, uncontrollable blaze, so it cannot
be disregarded either.”
“You cannot neglect novices either, because
they diligently study the sutras and absorb many
teachings. In future, they will be great monks who
can educate the people to relieve their suffering.
So do not ignore novices or young monks.”
After listening to these words, the king felt
Buddha was right. He realized that he should
not look down on others. He had to be attentive
not only to major affairs, but to minor ones as
well. Big things grow out of little things, so
what is small should not be ignored. From then
on, the king respected Buddha very much, and
he later became a disciple and a great supporter
of Buddha.

We Buddhists must always feel grateful and respectful towards others, young and old. “Seniority”
can be a matter of old age or experience, but we must respect it either way.
More experienced people should care for less experienced people. The elderly should care for
the young as they would their own children. The social order that Buddha wanted us to build is
“respecting the elderly and caring for the young”.
* This article is extracted from the book “The Master Tells Stories”.
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Translated by Yi Qin

From Feeling No Love to Feeling Loved
There is not much difference between receiving 99 and 100 percent of love; but between
0 and 1 percent, it is signiﬁcant – from “feeling no love” to “feeling loved”.

N

ot long after she started attending secondary school, Xiao Ying was found to be absent from
class once every few days. Even if she came to school, she would stare at her teachers and
classmates ﬁercely. Worse, she tended to use foul language.
She was also very defensive. Whenever her classmates lowered their voices or whispered to
each other, she would suspect that they were talking about her. She befriended some people with
questionable conduct outside her school, and would join them to loiter around or go to the KTV
after school. Sometimes, she did not even return home.
When faced with such students, I would arrange to meet the parents, on top of
communicating with the student. However, in Xiao Ying’s case, I could not ﬁnd her parents,
only her maternal grandmother.
A secondary school girl with eight earrings,
who stank of cigarette smoke,
looked angry and spoke vulgar words…
Her grandmother revealed that when Xiao Ying was in Primary 2, her mother decided to
divorce her husband after suffering from domestic violence for close to ten years. As decided
by the court, Xiao Ying and her brother, who was two years older, were placed in the custody
of their mother. However, their mother remarried two years after the divorce. As the siblings
were reluctant to follow their mother, they stayed with their grandmother. However, on most
days the siblings would be left with their youngest uncle, who is only some ten years older
than them, because their grandmother had to go to their eldest uncle’s place to help take care
of her other grandchildren.
When we met, their grandmother said she was confused as to why the siblings, despite
growing up in the same environment, behaved differently; the brother was rather well-behaved but
Xiao Ying was more rebellious and disobedient.
I explained to her that Xiao Ying was cleverer, so she tended to think more, complain more
and keep things locked in her heart. The brother on the other hand, was simpler in nature and
tended to go with the ﬂow. Their characters were greatly different.
One day, Xiao Ying came to school with eight ear piercings – four on the left and four on the
right – and she stank of cigarette smoke.
When I requested to see her, she presumed that I would reproach her, like what other teachers
did. So, she came with a defensive frame of mind and acted as if she did not care and was ready
to get my scolding.
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To her surprise, I looked at her with tenderness in my eyes and said delicately, “It is possible
for you to get a bacterial infection after ear piercing. So, you must remove the earrings before
sleep and apply some ointment to prevent inﬂammation.”
I did not at all request her to come to school without her earrings the following day. I
reckoned that since I was new to the class, she might not take my advice, and I might lose my
inﬂuence as a teacher if I made that request. Should that happen, it would be difﬁcult for me
to continue mentoring them.
But what happened was, she stopped wearing earrings to school thereafter! I was
overwhelmed by the power of love.
Instead of praising her in front of her classmates, I wrote words of encouragement in her
contact booklet (which served as a student-teacher communication platform) or in personal
letters to her. That way, things were kept between us, and it protected her self-esteem. To her,
praising her publicly would only make her feel uneasy, or even, embarrassed.
I also slipped a bookmark with the Jing Si Aphorism: “Getting angry is actually punishing
ourselves with the mistakes of others” in her contact booklet, hoping that she would stop
displaying her temper so frequently.
She appeared as if she did not care.
Presuming that I would reprimand her,
she shielded herself with a cold attitude.
One day at around 7.20 am, I was marking the students’ homework while they passed
their contact booklets from the back to the front of the class. Coincidentally, Xiao Ying
walked into the classroom and handed her contact booklet to her classmate at the front
row. But, that classmate accidentally dropped her booklet on the ﬂoor and the pages
happened to reveal what she had written the night before.
She was enraged and suspected that her classmate did it on purpose in order to have
a glance at what she had written. “Phang!” She slammed her classmate’s table and kicked
her chair, making the girl cry on the spot.
At that time, I carried on with my marking work as if I did not hear anything because
I did not have a really good solution to the situation at that time. It did not feel right for
me to ﬂare up, offer my advice, or use cajolery and coercion at the same time. So, I did
not react for the time being.
But in my heart, I wondered if Xiao Ying did it deliberately to get my attention,
knowing that we had fostered a reasonably good teacher-student relationship. I reminded
myself that I must not fall into her trap. After mulling over it for about ten minutes, and
right after the self-study time was over, I requested her to see me at a quiet corner in the
school away from the sight of others.
Again, she appeared as if she did not care. Her heart was filled with resentment
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and hatred. She was very sure that I would rebuke her and had decided to deal with me
coldly and defensively.
I listened patiently to her recounting her dissatisfaction. She blamed her classmate and
insisted that it was intentional because she had a secret to share with me on that revealed page, and
so, her classmate deserved her harsh reaction.
I waited until she had ﬁnished and then asked, “Xiao Ying, what do you think of your
performance in class?”
“Very poor!” she replied.
“Do you know that you owe me a lot?”
“Do I?”
“Yes, you owe me a hundred slams on the table and a thousand kicks on the chair. If you
think that this is the right way to treat your classmate, let us also treat each other in this manner.”
I told her that I witnessed the whole episode and assured her, “I can guarantee that your
classmate did not peep into your contact booklet. She dropped it accidentally and picked it up
immediately. It just so happened that you saw it. The way you behaved, spoke and stared at
people was enough to scare your classmate to death. How could she dare to explain anything
to you?”
She lowered her head and kept quiet. It seemed like she had accepted my reasoning.
I continued, “Xiao Ying, do you know that you still owe me one thing?”
“Okay, teacher! I will go and tell her that I will let her kick my table and chair.”
“It is not that you owe her a slam on the table or a kick on the chair. You owe her
an apology.”
Was she a bad character?
She was not.
She was just trying to ﬁnd out whether real warmth existed.
Although Xiao Ying could not bring herself to apologize to her classmate verbally, she
wrote an “I am sorry” note and mentioned in the tone of a “big sister” that she would offer her
best support to the classmate when she needed any help.
Was Xiao Ying a bad character? I think she was not. She was just trying to ﬁnd out whether
real warmth existed in this world. I too, was constantly being tested by her. Hence, I told myself:
I must always ﬁll my heart with love so that I will not fail her, and so that she will have an adult
whom she can truly trust and believe that there is warmth in this world.
One day, I visited Xiao Ying’s home.
It was an old, 66-square-metre apartment with a living room and two bedrooms. Xiao Ying
occupied one room and her brother the other. Their youngest uncle, who often returned home
late or not at all, would just sleep in the living room if he did. After all, he would always lie down
on the sofa and watch television or sing karaoke.
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Without a kitchen in the apartment, they could only eat out. Sometimes, their uncle would
bring food home, other times, Xiao Ying and her brother would pack some food home after
school or have their meals before returning home.
The rubbish was left to rot, and the house was ﬁlled with the smell of cigarettes – the uncle
smoked and so did Xiao Ying. It was worse when the uncle’s friends came over and smoked
together. The cement ﬂoor was too sticky to step on, like it was not mopped for some time.
The thin quilts in the siblings’ rooms were torn, dirty and smelly. In each of the rooms,
there were a plastic wardrobe, a single bed, a study desk and a chair. The rooms were messy
– the clothes were not folded and in piles, and the study desks were so full of miscellaneous
items that there was no space for writing.
I spotted the Jing Si Aphorism bookmark, which I had given to Xiao Ying, on the wall
right in front of her study desk. It made me feel that I had earned a place in her heart and it
was time for me to take further action.
We can extend the warmth we feel to others.
Three days after the home visit, I looked for the mentor of Xiao Ying’s brother, Teacher
Huang, and shared with her what I saw during the visit. She too, felt deeply sorry for the
siblings because despite not faring very well in his studies, the brother has been rather wellbehaved and helpful in class chores.
Teacher Huang and I bought two quilts and two pillows for the siblings – I picked a pink
one and Teacher Huang a sky blue design. Then, we got Xiao Ying’s brother to come to our
ofﬁce and asked him whether he brought his house keys. Confused, he answered, “Yes.”
“Teacher Huang and I would like to go to your house.”
He was stunned and enquired in bewilderment, “What is it for?”
“Well, you only need to unlock the doors for us.”
We reached their home to ﬁnd it dirtier and messier than my last visit. So we took out the
broom, dust pan, mop and wiping cloths, and began to clean up the house.
Seeing that, Xiao Ying’s brother kept saying, “No, teacher, please don’t do this. I am
embarrassed to make you do this for us.”
“Join us then!”
The three of us worked our way through the house – we folded the clothes neatly and kept
them in the wardrobes, arranged the books properly on the study desks, cleaned the ﬂoors, and
sprayed air freshener to eliminate the cigarette smell. The entire house looked fresh after cleaning.
Lastly, Teacher Huang and I folded the siblings’ quilts and kept them, together with
their pillows, in the lowest compartment of their wardrobes, before placing the new pillows
and quilts on their beds.
I left a letter, which I had written in advance, on Xiao Ying’s pillow before leaving her
home. It read:
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Dear Xiao Ying,
I believe that you will feel a stream of warmth ﬂowing through you when you cover your
body with this quilt presented by Teacher and sleep on this pillow from Teacher. Having felt the
warmth, I hope that you will extend this feeling to others.
You are certainly not the least fortunate person in this world. I hope that you can free
yourself from hatred and resentment.
Regards,
Teacher Zeng who loves you dearly
Later, Xiao Ying shared with me through her contact booklet that she was sleepless that
whole night, with many thoughts running through her mind.
Since then, she has never missed a day of class and would always hand in her homework
on time. Of course, I had higher expectations of her too, more than just to attend school daily.
When she progressed to a higher grade, I appointed her as “little teacher” for Chinese
lessons. She was quite gifted in writing and drawing. Besides discovering her forte, she showed
improvement in her academic performance too. There were also great changes in her character,
and she became more serious and responsible.
Every day, she would draw a box on her contact booklet, and either draw comics or write
some thoughtful messages in it. For example: “The weather is cold, put on extra clothing to
stay warm.” “Thank you, teacher, for your hard work. Drink more water.” and “Teacher, you
look tired. Get more rest.”

To a child who feels no love, even one percent of love makes a marked difference – it is from
“absence of love” to “presence of love”. In contrast, to a child who has already received 99
percent of love, an extra one percent only makes what is already good, better.
Many teachers are afraid to handle students who are poor in both their studies and conduct. But
actually, it is not difﬁcult to educate children who lack love, care and attention. To children who
have “absolutely nothing”, even if we give them only “one”, it is their “only one”; and in the
process of giving them love, we too, will grow.

Zeng Yu Chen
Educator • Member of Tzu Chi Teachers’ Association
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Chief Cook: Chong Yoke Jong

Photograph by Sam Pin Fook

Translated by Chong Pei Fen

Mixed Fruit Appetizer
(serves 4-5)

Ingredients:
Dried sour plums ................... 5 pcs
Red apples ............................. 2 pcs
Green apples .......................... 2 pcs
Passion fruits .......................... 2 pcs
Guava ....................................... 1 pc
Pineapple ................................ ½ pc
Preparation:
1. Cut sour plums into ﬁne pieces.
2. Cut passion fruits in half and
scoop out the ﬂesh.
3. Peel the pineapple, remove the
brown eyes, and cut into slices.
4. Rinse the apples and guava.
Remove seeds and slice into
thin rounds.
5. Mix all the ingredients. Serve
chilled for better taste.
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Translated by Yip Sook Ying

A Conversation with My Mother on
Dietary Supplements
What would happen if a salesperson touts misleading claims on dietary supplements to someone
diagnosed with a health condition to the extent that the person believes the claims wholeheartedly
and delays treatment until it is too late? Would the salesperson take responsibility for making such
unfounded claims?

I

took off my shoes and settled myself, crosslegged, on my chair. My ﬁngers started dancing
all over the keyboard. My mother left her room,
pulled up a chair and sat herself opposite me.
Her gaze was ﬁxed on the assortment of dietary
supplements and medications lined up on the table.
As I was busy translating my thoughts into words
on the computer screen, my mother vented her
troubles.
“Taking this pill after breakfast gives your
heart a boost, apparently. I have trouble walking
steadily because I have a weak heart,” surmised my
mother with a capsule in one hand, while handing
me a packet of traditional Chinese medicine with
the other, before proceeding to swallow the capsule
in one gulp. She continued, “But Dr Lee reminded
me to take my medications for stroke and high
blood pressure after breakfast daily. I am fed up
with taking so many pills every day.”
I ﬁnished typing the last sentence of the ﬁrst
paragraph of my writing and closed my laptop. I
turned to face my mother and said, “I remember
Dr Lee mentioned your unsteady gait is associated
with your cognitive functions, not your heart.” Her
immediate response was, “Talking to you really
drives me up the wall!”
We fell silent. Seconds later, my mother
pointed towards an intricately designed box
containing an unknown powder, and chattered on.
“Taking this supplement makes you so healthy that
even if there are any tumours growing in the body,
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they will naturally shrink and be expelled,” she
claimed. My mother’s exaggerated endorsements of
her dietary supplements, as if they were magicians
with the miraculous ability to heal ailments with a
wave of the wand, sent chills coursing through my
spine. “What would happen if a salesperson touts
the same claim to someone who is really diagnosed
with a tumour, misleading that person to rely on
the supplements and delay treatment until it is too
late? Would the salesperson take responsibility for
making such extravagant claims?” I retorted.
Dietary supplements do not possess any
healing properties. But, in their bid to persuade
consumers to part with hundreds of Ringgits,
some salespersons make false and far-fetched
proclamations that after consuming the supplements
they are trying to sell for 30 days, any tumour found
in the body will shrink by itself and be expelled.
My mother started behaving like an inquisitive
student, asking, “Why are these supplements so
expensive if they weren’t effective?” Chuckling,
I replied, “The price of a supplement does not
necessarily correspond to its effectiveness. It
depends on the manufacturer’s business acumen.
If there is demand for the supplements despite
their high price, the manufacturer will continue
to supply them. The authorities won’t bother
testing the products one by one for their purported
effectiveness.”
“Wouldn’t the manufacturers be taken to task
if these supplements are found to be ineffective?”

my mother persisted. I have always been sceptical
of dubious product claims, hence my reply, “The
manufacturers must have come up with defensive
strategies to be so audacious in making claims
on their products. They will probably back their
claims by insisting that every consumer responds
differently to their products, and convince you to
continue taking the supplements in order for them
to be effective. Who knows?”

Nothing ventured, nothing gained
I shared with my mother my experience
of visiting a pharmacy to buy multivitamins for
my child. I was comparing several brands of
multivitamins and had yet to make up my mind,
when a salesperson tried to promote her brand
of multivitamins. I was informed that gelatin
makes up part of the multivitamins’ composition,
so I promptly declined, citing the reason that it
is not suitable for my child, who is a vegetarian.
Undeterred, the eager salesperson recommended a
soy powder formulation instead, highlighting that it
is rich in protein, an essential nutrient for growing
children. She even went so far as to claim that the
formulation caters speciﬁcally to vegetarians, and
is beneﬁcial to a child’s development.
“I told you so. A vegetarian diet is inadequate
in nutrients,” my mother teased smugly. “Did you
buy the soy powder? All I found in the kitchen
cabinet was coffee powder.”
“No, I didn’t.”
My mother furrowed her brow and shook

her head. “You are odd. You keep stocking up on
bundles of books every month, yet you are not
willing to spend on health supplements.”
First of all, adopting a balanced diet forms
the foundation of a child’s healthy growth, instead
of relying on dietary supplements. Secondly,
when a child obtains sufﬁcient protein from a
varied diet, protein supplements are unnecessary,
for they serve no additional beneﬁt to the child.
Evidently, I refrain from spending on a product
not because it is of subpar quality, but because it
is unnecessary. Moreover, protein powder alone is
not a replacement for a balanced diet. Even in the
case of protein deﬁciency, adding more protein-rich
food sources to one’s diet is the way to go, rather
than solely depending on protein supplements.
My mother looked crestfallen. “Everyone
says I was tricked into spending RM600 on the
nutritional powder! Do you think so too?” When
I was young and naive, my elders would console
me whenever I was duped by saying, “Consider
your loss as the price to pay for a lesson learnt.
Don’t trust people so easily next time.” I recalled
my recent folly of buying a mop that cost four
times more than the norm, but had to be discarded
after being used only once.
As I was re-reading Chapter 60 of the
classic Chinese novel Dream of the Red
Chamber last night, I stumbled upon this
line: With experience comes wisdom. Indeed,
such afﬁrming words to assuage my mother’s
doubts, as well as mine.

Ng Hui Ling
A nutritionist with a Bachelor’s degree in Nutrition and a Master’s degree
in Sports Science, who served at the Singapore Heart Foundation before
becoming self-employed, providing dietary consultations to vegetarians and
writing a nutrition column for a health magazine.
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Rushing to the Aid of
Cyclone Idai Victims
A weather system that caused serious flooding in Malawi in
early March 2019, developed into Cyclone Idai and made
landfall near Beira in the central region of Mozambique on
March 15. Besides Mozambique, the tropical cyclone also
caused severe destructions to the neighbouring Malawi,
Zimbabwe and Madagascar. The resulting traffic disruption in
certain regions added to the challenge in relief operations.
Tzu Chi volunteers in Africa launched relief efforts since March
11. Volunteers from South Africa travelled 2,400 km to Malawi
and distributed corn flour to the affected people besides helping
to rebuild their homes. A tribal chief, who joined the volunteers
in their relief work, thanked Tzu Chi for fostering the spirit of
mutual help amongst the disaster victims.
A disaster victim broke into a smile upon receiving corn flour from Tzu Chi.
[Photograph courtesy of Tzu Chi South Africa]

